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Lesson

One
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,
A and other material beforeyou." Small tacks will fulfillordinary
requirements if you haven't the regular thumb tacks.
Never use thin, grayish or colored inks, even in your practice
work. If Higgin's or the French drawing inks strike you as being
too expensive, use in your earlier efforts the best substitute I have
yet found, the Diamond Ink Co.'s Imperial black ink. The usual
price for this ink is only a fraction of that asked for the former
mentioned inks. The Diamond brand will not do for professional
work — then a dead black ink is absolutely required .
A regular drawing board is hardly necessary, as a new bake
board, such as your mother uses, will serve most purposes. If pos
sible, get one made of soft wood , without knots or cracks.
For the beginner, a satisfactory paper is a rough -surfaced, so
called bond writing paper, in letter and note sizes, such as you can
buy in any stationery store.
Get soft pencils of various grades, as indicated in the rules ac
companying this lesson.
Fasten to your drawing -board the copy
and the drawing paper ; the latter with a smooth piece of cardboard
underneath , thus preventing the pencil from sinking too deeply in
to the paper. The drawing -board may be held in the lap, with the
paper resting on the table or the like.
However held, it should
slope considerably more than if you were writing. The drawing
surface should be fairly - not necessarily quite -- at right angles
to the eye.
When working at a table it should be at about the height of
your elbow when you are in a sitting position .
To insure health, grace and freedom of movement, observe closely
the following rules :
Keep body as upright as possible. The left arm should be at

the side of the body, but the hand may rest at the side of the table
or on the board.
Never let the left hand hang below the table or
board when drawing.
While drawing, the right hand may rest on the side of the little
finger. A small piece of paper should be kept under the hand to
prevent smudging the drawing.
The pencil may be held at a longer range than a pen. Generally
speaking, the longer the hold on the pencil, the greater the breadth
of movement and freedom in your work .
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LESSON ONE
Before drawing a line, place a dot at the beginning and at the
termination of the intended line. Run an imaginary line along from
dot to dot with your pencil point almost touching the paper . You
will find this trial line will assist you in securing the proper position
of the same.
Work as slowly as possible. Speed will come later. It is much
more difficult after having acquired a quick, nervous style ever to
have that perfect control over the hand and pen that you would if

Tas
you had worked slowly and plodded along in your early practice.
Quickness comes spontaneously with practice, and dexterity is ac
quired by methodical, careful work in the first instance.
Take your time. Don't “ dash off things."
The first exercise consists of simple studies of expression.
To begin : Take three sheets of note or letter size paper and
draw on each a rectangle in the proportion of about 372 inches
high by 3 inches wide ( see Figs. 1 , 2 and 3. )
If possible draw
them free hand, without any mechanical aid except the measure
ments. Absolute mechanical accuracy is not necessary.
Draw
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LESSON ONE
them with exceedingly light lines near the top of your sheet of
paper, so that in each case a space equal to that of the rectangle
remains in blank underneath .
Next mark off the corners, as indicated. Then , by erasing the
corners, octagons will remain as shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. Place in
each of these octagons very light lines as indicated in Figs. 4 , 5 and 6.

Proceed one after the other with your drawings by defining,
the slightly increased facial characteristics shown in

lightly,

Figs. 7, 8 and 9. Be sure to draw the guiding lines very faintly
with a medium soft pencil, for these, like all those you have so far
drawn in this exercise, are only temporary lines, and are not to
appear in the completed drawings.
Now, with a soft cloth, clean rag, or with dry bread crumbs,
gently rub the drawing until your lines are scarcely visible - just
enough to guide you. This simple process will partially obliterate
the lines of your sketch and yet leave them sufficiently visible for
corrections . Ordinary erasing rubber will not do for this purpose,
but " sponge rubber," so - called , is well adapted for the purpose and
is a very desirable utensil.
an opportunity to " go

The use of any of the mediums gives

over” the drawing with the pencil, thus

making needed improvements in form and detail.
With a sharp pointed pencil define the features as in Figs.
10 , 11 and 12 .
Then , free hand , draw the bodies as indicated in Figs. 13, 14
and 15. You may exercise your ingenuity and originality by sub
stituting other bodies for those I have sketched .
Next, draw three more octagons as in Figs. 16, 17, 18 and 21 ,
and complete as before.
Follow this exercise by drawing other rectangles of different
proportions, as in Figs. 19, 20, 22, 23 and 24, changing them into
octagons and filling in the features as previously directed .

If you

have the time and patience add bodies created from your imagina
tion or from any available copies that you may possess. This latter
is suggested as good practice, but is not absolutely essential.
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Read each lesson entirely and carefully before proceeding to
work .
Use a hard surfaced , white paper. Do not use soft paper, very
thin paper, or paper with a glossy or artificial surface . Most of the
heavy , both rough and smooth , so-called bond writing papers are
excellent mediums for the beginner .
You may make your drawings larger, but never smaller than
the examples.
Use any of the standard makes of pencils (Faber, Eagle , Dixon ,
Hardmuth, etc.), confining yourself to the soft, medium soft and
hard grades. Above all things always use a pencil that is free from
grit and (even when you use one for a stylus) that is not so hard
as to indent the paper.
Unless expense is no object, use inexpensive drawing material
-at first, at any rate. As a rule, cheaper substitutes will answer
the purpose. It isn't the tools, it's the brains behind them .
Any fine pointed writing pen will do for the beginner , although
the “ 303” and “ 170” Gillotte are preferable . For more advanced
work the “ 190” Gillotte or lithographic pen is used in conjunction
with the others .
For a drawing board use an ordinary “ bake” or " bread board."
A good -sized piece of pencil-erasing rubber is a necessity .
The so-called velvet rubber is good , but for general cleaning a
square of “ sponge” rubber is desirable, in addition. Dry bread
crumbs are excellent for cleaning paper .
Never rub your drawings until the ink is quite dry, except
when you discover a mistake or blot . Then blot the error only
and complete the erasure of the objectionable part with a rubber ink
eraser or a very sharp blade. After the ink is quite dry , rub off
the pencilmarks. The best way to do this is to hold the lower left
hand corner of the drawing with the left thumb and the two next
fingers and rub away from that corner only. Whatever direction
you
may rub, never rub back and forth except in erasing small
spaces.

Don't make ragged lines .
Don't make mussy lines .

Don't make semi- invisible lines.

Put in your solid blacks with a small, rather stiff camel's hair
brush. A small, pointed varnish brush, though intended for oils ,
is cheapest , but excellent for ordinary purposes .
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N this lesson I will endeavor to give you a clear insight into an
IN
entirely new and original method of making an enlarged or re
duced drawing from any copy , sketch, photograph or engraving.
In drawing the section or guiding lines used in this exercise, I
advise the use of a medium - soft pencil, an HB, No. 2 Faber, or other
standard make. Whatever economies you wish to practice, don't,
I pray you, use pencils that are too cheap, for such are almost sure
to be unreliable in their grading and full of grittiness, than which
latter defect there is no greater aggravation to the draughtsman.
Make your strokes light - it is seldom necessary to bear down
hard.
And above all things, never, never wet the point of your
pencil .
Now, to make a copy of any drawing, sketch, photograph or
print, whether it is to be enlarged, reduced or made the same size,
the principles of the method, which I will proceed to explain, relate
to all three cases and can even be applied when a methodical dis
tortion is desired , as shown at the end of this lesson.
Let Fig. I ( a) be the subject to be copied. It may be an entire
picture or a part of one. In this instance let it be in the same pro
portion, but on a larger scale.
Fig. 2 represents your drawing
paper, which should be much larger than in the accompanying ex
amples in the text.

Mark lightly on your drawing paper the outside measurements
Next draw a line
of the original, thus: A, B, C, D , as in Fig. 2 .

of
from B to C, but let the line be extended beyond C, as shown in the
dotted lines. If you decide E (see Fig . 3 ) is to be the height of the
drawing, the horizontal line extending to the right to F will inter
sect the extended oblique line exactly at the point where your ver
tical line should, in correct proportion, descend and thus mark the
right hand boundary of your drawing — that is, the line running
from F to G.
The letters E, F , G and B in Fig. 3 therefore constitute the
outside border lines of your drawing..
At first glance, this may seem quite complicatea, but after you
have put it into practice a few times you will be astonished to find
how simple it really is.
It is only the explanation that is even ap
parently difficult. Once memorized it is of the greatest value in
much of your work. Reverse process and you can make a reduced
copy.
Reversing the process enables one, also, to determine the
exact space any drawing will occupy when reduced by the various
methods of reproduction for printing purposes.
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Here begins the part of the exercise which I believe is entirely
original with me. All previously existing methods of copying pic
tures, etc., entail considerable labor in obtaining any approach to
accurate proportions. There is the Pantograph, of course, a purely
mechanical instrument, and, if a good one, very expensive, but the
plan generally employed is that used by engravers on steel; and
that is to divide both copy and the material to be worked on , into
corresponding squares. This requires considerable time and great
)
care in making the measurements and numbering the squares.
My procedure is as simple as falling off a log. It is as follows :
divide your original, as we will style the copy for the sake of con
venience, as in Fig. 1 ( b ) . Next mark the space intended for your
drawing in the same manner, see Fig. 4 ; now , after marking the
dotted lines indicated by H , H, I and J , proceed to copy from your
subdivided original into the corresponding spaces on the drawing
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paper. In every case, first draw the diagonal lines ( see N, N, N, N,
in Fig. 5 ) . Where these lines intersect is the true center of the
drawing and the point from which you should protract your hor
izontal and vertical guide lines. In each subsequent subdivision the
same rule applies.
If yourequire still more guiding,again subdivide as shown by
letters K, K, L , L and M, M. It sometimes happens that only a small
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part of the original is so intricate as to require such minute sub
division. Fig. 4 shows a section completely filled in , while Fig. 5
shows the manner of subdivision, together with a few lines of the
complete drawing, in order that you may grasp more clearly the
method of procedure.

If the work thus completed is to be a pen drawing, carefully
ink in the lines, and when quite dry, rub out the pencil lines.
If, however, the drawing is to be completed in pencil, draw
the section or guiding lines very lightly with a soft pencil and
remove them before finishing it. If the lines to be preserved are
drawn by a fine-pointed and considerably harder pencil than that
with which the guiding lines are drawn, the undesired lines will
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LESSON TWO
disappear, leaving the lines that are desired to remain sufficiently
visible — that is to say , so much so that you can go over them
again , each time improving the production .
In the foregoing exercise we have pro
FIG . 7
ceeded without making what we may call a
preliminary drawing. No matter how much

care may have been taken by the foregoing
method , the result is frequently a rather un
satisfactory and mussy drawing .
To assure better results we will, therefore,
adopt this plan : Go ahead as before, but use
the thinnest, yet firmest paper you have at
hand, although in this instance I would not
advise tracing paper.
Put in all necessary
detail.
It is not necessary to erase the sec
tion lines.
Instead, take another piece of
thin, firm paper and cover it completely with
black or blue pencil lines— so thickly as to
form a solid surface of black or blue. This
surface may now be “ stumped ” or made
still more even with the finger tip. The
paper thus prepared should be preserved for
future use, as it will last quite a long time.
It is the same device that is used in type
writing, except that in the latter, carbon paper
is used for manifolding, but the lines made
by the carbon would be too coarse for our
purpose and are erased with great difficulty.
Having thus prepared the manifold paper,
place it beneath your preliminary drawing,
prepared -face downward, against the paper or
cardboard on which the finished drawing is
to remain . Then take a stylus, or that which
I prefer, a very hard, fine- pointed pencil and
trace over your preliminary drawing, bearing
down just hard enough to secure a legible re
production on the paper underneath , on which
now finish your drawing as neatly as possible..
If it is desirable to keep the original free

from extraneous marks or lines, place over it a piece of very thin
tracing paper or artists' gelatine (on which lines may be scratched
with a needle point in a cork handle ), and mark the section lines
on the transparent surface of either of the latter materials.
If the
gelatine is not obtainable and the original be a photograph ( in
which case tracing paper is almost useless, as it does not possess

LESSON TWO
sufficient transparency ), make the sectional lines by the following
simple means : Place pins at the outer edges of the photo, at the
proper points, just as you would according to the first instructions,
and in lieu of penciled lines, use fine threads wound around the
pins close to the object to be copied .
Fig . 6 shows Officer Hooligan when the order was issued
abolishing all short, fat members of the police force. He simply
took advantage of my distortion method of reducing his avoir
The latter is
dupois and extending his height, as shown in Fig . 7.
a very elongated rectangle, and is subdivided the same as Fig. 6 ,
which is more nearly a square .

Many professional artists prefer India ink in stick form to the
prepared liquid India inks. The latter “ cakes ” on steel pens, mak
ing it necessary to constantly clean them . It is moreover expen
sive and difficult to send liquids by mail .
The easiest way to prepare stick India ink for use is to place a
little water in a saucer . Then place the flat end of the stick in
the water and grind with a rotary or twisting movement.
should be ground until it appears quite black , but not until The
as
it is ink
thick as the consistency of cream .
much
ground
will
too
not
it
If
flow readily from the pen . If such is the case , the ink may be
diluted with water before using it for drawing . The ink should be
tested by making a heavy line on a sheet of paper and allowing it
to dry . If the line appears brown or gray , the grinding should be
continued . After the stick is used it should be wiped dry .
This,
will prevent its cracking . Grind only enough for present purposes
as the ink will not keep well, even if bottled , for more than two or
three days , without giving forth an offensive odor .
In using Chinese white, squeeze a little on a slab or saucer,
and then dilute with a very little water — just enough to make it
flow readily. It should be used much thicker than ink .
If uged
with a pen , the latter must be quite clean .
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This will show you how a
portrait may be enlarged or re
duced . In this case the larger
drawing is made from the
smaller. Always place the sub
ject to be copied at and above
the left hand side of your
drawing.
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IN this lesson we begin the study and use of several of the varie
IN
ties of lines and tone values required in making pencil and pen
drawings.
As a preliminary, try to get the swing of things by making a
number of free hand pencil sketches of the attitude and general line
directions of the figure on page 4. This, as you will soon discover,
is invaluable as exercise and cannot fail to have an excellent effect
on your future work .
Roughly draw , diagonally, a rectangle to enclose that part of the
copy shown within the faint line in Fig. 1 .
Then block in the head and shoulders of the gentleman, but with
out the use of the guide-lines used in the previous lesson.
Next draw an adjoining rectangle beneath ( see Fig. 2 ) , and fill
in as in Fig. 1. Then a rectangle, Fig. 3 , and fill in as before. The
minor parts projecting beyond the squares you may complete by aid
of the eye alone.
Your figure is now blocked out for more careful finishing with
a finely pointed pencil of medium hardness.

Don't make three drawings of the above — any more than you
would build three houses, if parts of the plan of the house were
repeated several times for the information of the builder - this
drawing merely shows the way the drawing should progress. Take
the detail from the larger drawing of the same subject. It would
be well, however, as practice, to draw it several times in simple
outline as shown, although the principal object is its use as a dia
gram to show you how to " block out" the drawing.
Do not erase any minor inaccuracies, but begin outlining, in full
strength , with pen and ink . Do not , however, at this stage attempt
to make the shadows or lesser detail, but instead, temporarily, lay
aside what you have done, and now practice the various shadow and
tone values shown in the pen -and -ink exercises in this lesson . Prac
tice on them over and over again . Have at hand several pens and
penholders; the pens, preferably, of various grades of fineness.
When you begin using a pen you will find that it is apt to
appear too fine and even scratchy. This is one reason why I wish
you to abandon the outline drawing for a while. By exercising the
pens, you wear off the over - fige points until they become better
adapted to your work.
Keep one pen for fine lines in your
backgrounds, for instance. That is, use it only slightly in your tone

FIG.1

FIG.2

FIG.3

8

LESSON THREE
or shading practice. Never throw away a pen because it has its
point worn too coarse for ordinary work . It will be valuable later
on when you wish to make a drawing of unusual strength , or for
letters of unvarying thickness. The pens become more pliable with
constant use. It is painful to add that in my experience when a pen ,
a favorite pen , has become thoroughly broken in , it takes a notion
for a spin to the floor--point down of course, or one of its points
will fly off in the midst of its usefulness, or in some other sad way
spell finis to its career as an art implement.
Having made yourself fairly proficient in this practice, return to
the outline of the old party we so unceremoniously set aside :
Rub off the pencil-marks which will, of course, leave only the
ink -lines visible .
Take a piece of tracing paper ( any thin , trans
parent paper that is not oily will answer the purpose ) and with a
medium soft, finely pointed pencil trace the lines of the drawing
only the outlines of the drawing itself, and none of the guide or
other extraneous lines. Reverse the tracing paper and again , very
carefully, trace as before ; only this time you must be sure to use a
soft pencil. Now place the tracing paper with the last tracing face
down and with a yielding, flat-surfaced ivory paper- cutter, if you
can procure one, or with that which I most frequently use, the flat
of my right thumb nail, rub evenly over the surface of the tracing
until it is legibly transferred to the surface of the smooth , hard , white
paper on which you intend to make your completed pen - drawing .
Now , pencil again, firmly though lightly, even suggesting the area
of the shadows. At this stage lay aside the pencil and begin again
with pen
and ink . Use the pens according to your judgment, the
coarser ones for the main outlines, accentuations, and small solid
blacks : the finer ones for the detail and more distant shadows and
background effects .

One great advantage of this offset-tracing method is that if you
have not made a satisfactory picture your tracing can be used for
another effort. The same tracing can be used several times, although
with each subsequent use the result will be fainter, and more pressure
will be required to make the offset. If you can devote the necessary
application and have already acquired some originality in execution ,
you will derive much satisfaction in making several offsets and in
finishing several drawings with a variety of effects. If you have not
arrived at such stage of proficiency I would still advise you to pre
serve the tracings for immediate future use, when their adaptability
in helping to obtain varied -effect exercises will be more apparent.
Don't mind if your hypercritical friends happen to laugh at your
early endeavors. You should not expect perfection in your work at
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LESSON THREE
first.
Case .

There would be scant need for my services if such were the

For that matter, professionals seldom laugh at beginners — they
never do if they are at all wise. When they do make that mistake
the laugh is none too often turned on themselves. In this connec
tion I may be pardoned if I refer to something that happened in
Chicago about ten years ago. A lanky young man strayed into the
He was
various newspaper offices looking for a job as an artist.
referred to the managers of the art departments.
Those eminent
personages looked over the bunch of specimens of his work that he
had with him — they were queer looking drawings, most of them
and passed him along. That is, the art managers thought the new
comer a humorous proposition, so they urged him to visit every news
paper office in Chicago, and they telephoned along the line that he
was en route . To the inflated art managers he was a " good thing , "
and they certainly pushed him along in fine shape.
About the last
place that he drifted into was the Times sanctum , where they didn't
happen to enjoy the luxury of an art manager. Cartoonists in Chi
cago about that time were about as abundant as hens' teeth . And

PHU
WA

the editor of the Times was just out of cartoonists; so in the inno
cence of his ignorance he let the lanky young man try his hand at
cartoons — and worse yet, the editor man published them . The art
managers simply howled with ghoulish glee when they saw the merry
cartoons. The howls of delight reached the ears of the newly made
cartoonist. " I'll yet make some of you fellows laugh on the other
side of your faces," was the message he sent to his joyful tormentors.
He left Chicago. The name of the lanky young man was B. Martin
Justice. I think he has dropped the “ B.” since. You have probably
seen his illustrations in the Saturday Evening Post of Philadelphia
and other high -class publications of the East.
He gets about as
much for a drawing that he completes in a day, as any one of those
cathinnating art managers received in the way of salary in a week .
Now, just in the simplest skeleton lines see if you can illustrate
some of the incidents of Justice's brief career in the City by the
Lake? I give you a few suggestions but you need not follow them
closely . See what you can do on your own hook .

As an aid in this exercise I have drawn a picture of an art man
ager looking at one of Justice's early attempts and the same art
manager gazing astounded at a Justice illustration in a New York
magazine.
Here is where, besides drawing a moral and a couple of sketches,
I am going to show you one of the tricks of the trade. The trick is
to make the faces exactly alike in both caricatures, with the excep

LESSON
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tion that while in one the subject is smiling, in the other he is doing
quite the opposite. This is where the tracing comes in . Make a
drawing of the first and then, as in the preceding exercise, make a
tracing on both sides ; then in the second picture draw the sad expres
sion of the face , but draw the rest of the head and body identically
as in the first by means of the offset-tracing transferred to its cor
responding spot. Merely change the expression of the eyes, nostrils
and mouth , as shown . This is a pencil exercise and may be drawn
on paper similar to that on which this lesson is printed .
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Lesson

Four

HIS is, to some extent, a continuation of previous exercises,
TH except that we now apply the exercises of tone values, as ex
the
pressed by lines, to human figures and landscapes combined
backgrounds
the
for
latter of a simple character that will serve
that are so frequently necessary to properly set off or give con
trast to the foreground subjects.
When drawing a background in conjunction with one or more
human figures in the foreground , the latter should, in most in
stances, be made to strongly contrast with everything that is in the
distance. It is, of course, quite evident that the more distant the
objects in the background are the more they should be made to re
cede. This effect is produced by various means. One way, the
most general, is to make a sharp contrast by the use of heavier
lines in the figures nearest to you , by lighter lines in the distance.
The first drawing that follows is an instance of thatmanner of
producing contrasts. Not alone should the lines portraying the
distance be made less pronounced , but, as you will observe, the
more minute parts in the background are purposely slighted ; most
of the latter being merely suggested, rather than brought out in
anything like detail. On the contrary, the detail of the figures in
the foreground is strong and the lines comprising them accentuated .
The second drawing shows how the picture would look were
the foreground and background brought out with equal strength .
As an exercise, you may use the first example,but I advise you
to look upon the second picture as something to avoid , except
when used as a guide for pen-and-ink work, as explained further on.
The third picture illustrates another way of obtaining the same
end --- contrast. Here the background is heavy, dense, but lacks
detail equally with the first picture. It is contrast in reversal, the
principle remaining the same.
Contrast is the key-note of nearly every drawing possessing at
tractive qualities. Avoid Aatness . In fact, my invariable axiom
is: strive to give a variety of strength in the lines which you use
throughout every drawing you make.
The next two drawings (see Figs. I and 2 ) show, side by side,
the same figure and background, one drawn with a monotonous,
thread-like line, the other containing some of the elements of
strength and contrast. Comment seems superfluous.
The representation of nearly every object can be effected by
the primitive means of lines and tones produced by lines, by play
ing a heavier line against a weaker; a strong shadow against a

LESSON FOUR

lighter one. Fig. 3 will aid in explaining my meaning, and you
may use them in this exercise.

sni

You will now skeletonize the details of the landscape shown in
Fig. 4, either free -hand or by means of the aids shown in earlier les
son.
In this case, make your outlines without any accentuation
that is, let your lines be practically of the same lightness of
stroke throughout. The word “accentuation " as applied to art means
thickening of certain lines in whole or in part.
These unaccentu
ated lines are proper just now because I wish you to complete the

usu

picture with pen and ink, and I wish you to devote your energy to
the pen -and -ink work which you will now commence.

MMIAMI

Before inking in, practice on the lines which are shown in the
various examples, etc., at the end of the lesson .
Do not proceed to
ink in the tones of this drawing until you have thoroughly practiced
them and can make any of the grades of lines without hesitation.
If you find difficulty in doing this to your own satisfaction , draw
the entire landscape with pen -and -ink accentuation, but avoid
all excepting the minor tones, and later on, when you have gained
greater proficiency, attempt a completed drawing. In the mean
time, constantly practice the pen lines in the tones that I have in
dicated.
Mobility of pen action is particularly desirable in the lines
forming the cloud area in the sky of the picture . Atmospheric
effect in this exercise can be produced only by an easy, graceful
series of nearly parallel lines. Do not be discouraged if you do
not effect this at once . The crudeness of your lines, their lack of
unvarying propinquity, will disappear in proportion to the persist .
ence of your practice.
In this lesson I wish you to begin the exercise of the so -called
“stop line , ” which is one of the most effective of any in use, espe .

f
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cially in backgrounds. It occurs frequently in the last drawing
mentioned. This drawing is not reduced, but is engraved the full
size of the original.
The “ stop line” is conducive to great brilliancy and, even when
handled by the tyro , gives vivid atmospheric effects hardly obtain
able by any other manipulation of the pen .
Make penciled outlines demarking the area of the tones ( shad
ows) and then let your pen lines begin and stop, wherever practi
cable, at an angle with the penciled border lines of the shadow .
To actually outline these areas of tones with the pen would greatly
detract from

and nullify their representing power.

1

wat

>

Practice the “ stop line

both with pencil and pen .

And in

doing so introduce the light and shade effects as they occur in all
sorts of objects, especially those that are distant, such as houses,
trees, rocks, etc. Draw these from nature, if possible, even if you
have not as yet the ability to draw with any approach to correct
ness, without copy .
The use of these “ stop lines " is, generally speaking, more ap .
plicable to objects in the background
that is, for producing the
effect of recession , and also for detail in inanimate objects, not
necessarily in the distance, but that serve as accessories to the
1)
line "
main objects in the foreground . In the foreground the " stop
is excellent for indicating the shadowed corrugations of the trunks
of trees, the inequalities of rocks and many other objects seen in
nature .
I may be criticised for the use of a number of rather big words,
but I am using them advisedly, for it is desirable, in my opinion ,
that you should , as early as possible in the course of your instruc
tion, become familiar with many of the terms relating to the intri
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cate subject of art— terms that are constantly in use among the
members of my profession. These words and phrases may fre
quently seem ponderous and affected , but it is just as well to be
on speaking terms with them .

E lis,
In conclusion, let me impress this upon your mind : Do not de
spair if in the pursuit of your studies up to this point you are ex
periencing much difficulty in solving the mysteries of light and
shade and representing the same by means of lines. That part of
your work will show gradual improvementas you progress in your
ability to draw in outline.
For, while I do not contend that the
students now receiving my course of instruction should confine

THUNOVINE

EXT

themselves to outline merely, I think it quite as instructive, at this
stage, that they should abstain from much shading (which is the
more commonly accepted word for tone ), but devote as much of
the time allotted to their tasks to increasing their ability in the
direction of correctness of outline.
In an approximate lesson I shall demonstrate the main prin
ciples of light and shade.
In the meanwhile, I desire to record the expressed opinion of
my greatest preceptor, a man distinguished in literature and accom
plished as an artist, to the effect that the bare outline is of the
greatest consequence and, moreover, is complete in itself as a means
of representing form .
A mass of shading may hide poor outline, but the latter, stand
ing by itself alone, is passed upon entirely on its merit.
And, on the other hand, if you find difficulty in getting your
outlines to your own satisfaction , let even that not give rise to dis
couragement. It is indeed a question as to how far an outline
should be servilely exact in representing forms.

The landscape

Partia
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artist, for instance, outlines his trees with general attention to
masses only; but vaguely does he indicate his rocks and banks,

Ido

eaving scope for suggestion and play of the beholder's imagina
tion . It is, however, true that admiration is elicited in about equal
share by the evidence of much painstaking shown in the exactitude
of the outlines of the objects depicted, and by the general effect pro
duced by the dextrous disposition of the tones .
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Lesson

Five

The proper placing of the light and shade of an object, not to
mention the other details of a picture in course of construction, is
ever perplexing to the inexperienced student, whose troubles are
not lessened if he is drawing from nature and is observing, involun
tarily, the local color of the subject: for the real or artificial color
of an object is frequently confusing to the student, who, at the same
time, is trying to discover the relative light-and -shade values. In
time this confusion between color, and light and shade, and the
changes caused by the presence or absence of light will be over
come as the student's experience becomes extended.
Light and shade are amenable to certain fixed laws, which , with
a little explanation at first and considerable observation on the
student's part, will be easily grasped .
All representations of form can be made apparent by means of

FIG 1

light and shade, as well as by outline — the latter, in fact, being, to
some extent, a makeshift for producing upon the beholder's vision
the effect of an object in reality visible by the varying strength of
the light in which the object happens to stand.
In a room evenly illuminated in every possible part by an all
pervading light, we would perceive but little form , for there could
be no shade, no shadow - nothing but color distinction to guide the
eye.
Every solid opaque body has one part on which the light shows
the brightest, and one part in which the shade is strongest ; the
other parts being in intermediate tones. The brightest part of an
object, naturally , is that on which the light falls most directly. The
main point of brightness is termed the high light. The shadow side
of an object will be that which is opposite the light. But shadow
and the shaded side are not the same.

LESSON FIVE

Before making any drawing in connection with this exercise, un dis
make a few experiments. For instance, place a white paper box, 233
if you have one handy, or else some other white article of cubical unijeti
shape, in a strong light, and it will be found that the extreme dark in
parts of the box are those which are closest at angles to the high
lights. If the box be now placed on a sheet of white paper a pecu- lisali
liar effect of the shadow may be observed. It will then be seen that
the shadow thrown by the white cube or box is darker than its own in the
darkest side. ( See Fig. 1 ) .
This phenomenon is caused by the dark side of the box re- etendo
ceiving reflected light, which the plane surface on which the shadow
is cast does not receive in equal degree. This effect is illustrated in
the
Fig. 2 .
Reflected light permits us to discern the shape of that part of für den
a curved or round object that is in shadow . If there were no such

A RECEIVES REFLECTED LIGHT FROM

B ,

B

FIG . 2

thing as reflected light the edge of a ball resting in shadow on
some other object could not be distinguished.
In accordance with the law of optics governing reflected light,
the light is cast upon that part of an object nearest its point of
proximity or contact with the surface against which it is placed,
Reflected light is caused by the mirror- like properties which
all planes or semi-planes facing the light possess in more or less
degree. Any light object in a room , for instance, that faces the
window from which the light is received, will lend, by reflection, a
part of its light to the shadowed objects facing away from the light,
but within the rays of the refracted light thrown out by the former.
The high light in round opaque solid objects will usually be
found a little distance away from the edge of the light side ; while
the extreme point of shadow is about an equal distance from the
edge on the dark side, the intermediate portions gradually melting
into light.
Speaking in general terms, the brighter the light the stronger

|
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and more distinct in its outline is the shadow side and cast shadow .
See Fig. 3. When the opportunity presents itself, view the shadow ,
of an object in strong sunlight, then in ordinary daylight, and then ,
let us say, in a darkened room by the light given by a single tallow
candle.
In sunlight, shadowsare intense and crear ; in ordinary daylight
they are less distinct, and in dull weather they are scarcely visible.
The shadow of an object thrown on a plane is to a certain ex
tent analogous or similar to the body by which they are cast. Thus,
a shadow of a pencil held in the hand with its unsharpened end
resting at right angles on a piece of white paper casts in straight
lines a slightly fan -shaped shadow tapering towards the point of
contact and conforming, otherwise, to the shape of the pencil, the
shadow becoming dim at its outer edges and with its increasing dis
tance from its beginning. ( Fig. 4 ) .
Now, take a key, rest it on the paper in the same way and the
shadow will be a distorted image following the curved lines of the

FIG . 3 .
imtis
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DAY
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key. If the key's shadow is allowed to fall upon the angles of the
If the shadows
paper box the distortion becomes exaggerated .
of the pencil are thrown upon the angles of the box , they still re
main straight lines, broken only to conform to the angles of the
box . ( Fig. 5 ) .
The shape of shadows as discernible by their outlines are there
fore modified by the conformations of the surface on which they
are thrown.
The acuteness and obtuseness of shadows are determined by
the distance of the light from the object casting the shadow . Thus,
a man standing under a lamp- post will cast a shadow bulging very
greatly at its most remote part ( Fig . 6 ) ; whereas, a man standing
and casting a shadow by the light of the sun during the early part
of the afternoon will cast a shadow which will approximately con
form to his own size and proportions.
( Fig. 7 ) . At noon his
shadow will be shorter than himself. The higher the source of light,
whether artificial or sunlight, the shorter will be the shadows.

You
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have doubtless observed that in the morning, when the sun is low,
the shadows are long ; whereas, when the sun has risen higher the
shadows become shorter until after the noon hour, when they again
begin to lengthen.
There are certain places within the tropics
where the sun's rays are so vertical that, sometimes, at noon an
upright stake casts no shadow on the ground.
The perspective of shadow , as a subject for present discussion,
is too intricate to be treated in this lesson. Subsequently, when the
principles of perspective are entered upon, a brief resume of the
perspective of shadows also will be given.
The fact that when more than one artificial light is present,
shadows thrown by them are multiplied , while interesting, need not
be touched upon during this stage of our course of instruction , ex
cept to say that at present, it is well to avoid , wherever possible,
more than one source of light and one set of shadows.
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FIG.4

Let me now speak of the position of the light as it is custom
arily used in drawings not of an ambitious character. In outdoor
illustrations, the sun always being above our heads, the shadows
are thrown downwards, and we thus usually depict them . It is the
most natural as it is the most agreeable and convenient disposition
of light and shadow. In interior views this rule has frequent ex:
ceptions, as , for instance, a candle or lamp placed on the floor will
cast a shadowed repetition of a nearby object upon the ceiling;
You may exclaim , “ Pshaw ; that is nothing new ; I have noticed
all that before - lots of times."
That may be quite true, but I wish to instill into your mind the
necessity of constantly applying, into your drawing practice, knowl
edge of things acquired in the course of ordinary observation.
This seems an applicable moment to introduce the meaning of
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breadth in a picture. Large masses of light and shade few in num
ber are preferable to a large number of lights and shades in small
masses. The latter, besides distracting the attention of the specta
tor, detract from the general effect, breaking it up , as it were. By
harmoniously arranging and balancing the tones an effect of repose
is obtained.
If the examples which I have shown in this lesson have been
carefully studied , and if you have made a number of experiments
practically exhibiting the principles briefly expounded , you will
have become familiar with the simple light and shade incidents pre
vailing in the course of your initiatory work. What I have given
is barely a base for the studying of the rather complex subject of
proper light and shade distribution as seen in nature.
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When you have arrived at that degree of proficiency that you
can accurately portray in light and shade some of the ordinary
geometrical forms found in every day life you will have but little
difficulty in making correct representation of objects necessary in
the pictorial work of a more ambitious professional sort.

Don't try to get too many objects into a single picture, any
more than too great a profusion of lights and shadows.
The true principles on which is based the expression of form
by means of light and shade having been learned, the natural colors
of the real objects, which may have confused at first, will be no
longer perplexing . The knowledge of the proper tone of black and
white necessary to produce the effect of a purplish green group of

LESSON FIVE
trees in a distance will be acquired intuitively by practice.
When you have acquired the power to draw from nature you
will have been amply compensated for the labor which you have
expended in arriving at this point of perfection in your art.
A great writer has written that " the form of expression of a
universal language bears the same relation towards visible objects
that writing does to thought.”
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Lesson

Six

1)

In this lesson , I wish to give you some idea of the good re
sults produced in a drawing by the judicious arrangement of
strong blacks and whites, that is to say the placing of solid blacks
in the most advantageous positions in a pen drawing by means
of jet black ink and a small brush .
A very weak and unsatisfactory pen drawing may sometimes
be saved from utter failure by taking a brush and with black ink
throwing in some good strong “ solids ” in such a manner as to
make parts of the figure or whatever the object may be that you
have drawn seem to almost " walk out of the picture."
The first three drawings in this lesson are made from little
sketches that I made in Paris and its suburbs. The gentleman
with the helmet attracted my attention from the fact he was
riding a bob -tailed horse, while from his helmet waved , what
appeared to me to be , the tail that had so inhumanely been cut
from his horse -car -looking charger .
The gentleman with the waxed mustache and imperial jab
bered at me in purest Parisian French and I talked back in Eng
lish, perhaps not so pure and not quite sure whether he was pay
ing me compliments or telling me that I had committed a breach
of the thousand and one city ordinances of the French capital .
Now to get to work . When copying these little sketches
outline them first in pencil and then in ink. Outline even the
solid blacks . Then after the pen outlines are dry , erase the
pencil marks and with a fine brush, dipped not too deeply in ink ,
fill in the solid blacks. Never splash back and forth with your
brush, but commence at the upper part , working your brush
very slowly, and gradually bring the black surface downward
until the surface is evenly covered with ink . Keep your brush
well supplied with ink but not so that it will drip from the brush
or run on the paper. On the other hand , do not use the brush
with so little ink as to show streaks on the surface of the solid
blacks .
On following pages I show three examples of drawings in
outline, before and after the application of the solid blacks. The
difference is very pronounced, as you will see.
In the figure of the gentleman with the fur trimmed coat I
have placed more accentuated lines than in the other two, so that
by itself ( without the solid blacks shown in the other figures in
armor) the lines having more emphasis , would , if left by itself,
as in the first picture of the two, still be quite effective and
"stand out."
So you can see that even without very large bits
of solid black, a pen picture is always improved by emphasized
lines and solid blacks, even if the latter are quite small.
The picture of the French dignitaries in Indian file is by no
means a finished picture. The lines are merely suggestive of the

LESSON SIX
scenes depicted. It is a note-book sketch touched up in pen and in
ink to give you an idea of what can be done with a few lines, set 1
drawn with some spirit , but with very little attempt at detail.a
Much detail frequently has the effect of destroying the in- mua
tended result. You should , in a drawing, leave much to the ES
imagination of the beholder, just as in a well written story, the
writer skips minor details but gives a strong but brief word.co
picture of the scenes, people and incidents of which he writes. Este e
In the drawings of the three mediaeval characters in armor
you will observe that, with the exception of the lines of the
The
border and the sword in the grasp of the stout knight , there is
scarcely a line that is not curved and to an extent graceful. The
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original sketches were as angular as any you have found in the
preceding lessons. In the progress of the drawing, I have simply.
rounded off the sharp corners .
Nature, 'tis said, abhors a vacuum . It is equally true that
we find difficulty in discovering a straight line in any of Nature's
works. The nearest approach to straight lines is at the horizon
when the sky apparently meets a large body of water , and in the
plummet effect of a spider dangling from its silken thread. In
the former instance, the effect of straightness we know is not
real . However straight the horizon line may appear we know
it is a line curved as is the world. Only men and spiders build
with straight lines ,

LESSON SIX
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If you are drawing a building, an implement like a sword ,
a musket barrel or any other mechanically made object, draw
the lines as straight as you can , but when you draw the human
figure or a bit of Nature's still life , draw few absolutely straight
lines.
The folds of the garments worn by men or women follow the
curved contour of the living form beneath , but here we find
another exception , for the folds of a loose garment by its own
weight falls vertically, also obeying the laws of gravity .
The civilized eye, at all events, is more pleased by curved
lines than by those that are severely angular.
The ancients (as still do the barbarians of to - day ) made
straight lines the basis of their ornamental design . In modern
ornamentation curved lines are the rule , or at least have sup
planted the angular , as the Greek border has been by the Roman
esque and the Arabesque. Therefore, bear in mind that flowing
graceful lines, introduced into a picture, will seldom fail to pro
duce the most satisfactory results.
The last illustration in this lesson I have adapted from the
Japanese, of whose art I am a great admirer. I found the design
on a comparatively cheap hand -painted vase in a little Japanese
store in Chicago.
Did you ever notice that a cat seldom if ever makes an
ungraceful motion , or assumes an awkward attitude? A cat in
bad temper, with fluffed tail and arched back , is simply a living
example of the “ line of beauty."
A Jap with brush in hand seemsjust as incapable of making
an ungraceful line. And, by the way , the Japanese artists work
almost exclusively with brush and liquid color. Later in my
course of lessons'I shall show you something of their methods,
from which wemay learn with great advantage, even if we do
claim a more advanced civilization . Art is long ; life is fleeting,
the poet hath said , or words to that effect - for I am never sure
of my quotations when depending upon my memory . It comes
easier for me to originate than to memorize.

EM
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a

All the drawings in this lesson are for pen and ink practice.
To avoid confusion, send for criticism not more than one drawing
copied from each .
With a fine brush place the solid black spaces after you have
otherwise completed your drawings .
Never use blotting paper on pen drawings.
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Lesson

Seven

Even those who have had long experience in drawing will find
in each lesson many points that are necessarily repeated at inter
vals, and many that are new to them and that will surely help to
improve their work.
I ask all students, whether they have had former experience
or not, to occasionally do a little practice work of a very simple
character, so that they may progress according to my system in
a practical way and overcome defects of habit. Thus their im
provement will be constant, though gradual , but not superficial.
The fact that my students have by this time acquired some
knowledge of drawing should not be a drawback to their renewing
The accuracy required in draw
some of their earlier exercises.
ing the figure is so great that the effort taken in acquiring facility
of outline will not be a matter of subsequent regret. Ability to
correctly define outline, once secured, subsequently makes it a mat
ter of comparatively little difficulty to represent the boundary of
given objects.
Where the shadows, as well as the extent of a solid tudy, are
definite and precise, so also must be the outline that represents it .
Modify its appearance as much as you will, its definition must be
certain and positive. If you cannot represent form by outline with
readiness, I assure you that you will not be able to do so by light
and shade effects alone.
In laying out a drawing, especially if it embodies an original
idea, your rough sketches may have much malitplicity of outline,
even to the extent of scratchiness. In making yuur finished drawing
you can pick out, as it were, the lines suitable for the correct picture.
In a finished drawing this sort of uncertainty would only serve to
hide ignorance and haste.
Don't make little jerky lines. Make them slowly and evenly.
your pencil point firmly on the paper and let it rest there, just
as if you were going to make a dot, and then draw your line. Speak
ing of dots, a very good practice in making an outline is to put two
or more dots as guides for your eye and pencil . This I mentioned
in my First Lesson, but too little attentionhas been given it. Thus,
if you are going to make a straight line ( see fig . 1 ), put two dots,
Put

one to mark the beginning and the other to mark the end, as in
fig. 2. But don't make the dots as heavy as I have made them here ,
but just as faint as you can and yet see them plainly.
As shown in figs. 3 and 4, the line, not being straight, may
be made with several dots instead of two.
These dots will help aid you to draw lines in correct position .
If errors are discovered after you have placed the dots you can
rub them out more easily than if you had completely finished the
line or lines,
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Lesson

Seven

Even those who have had long experience in drawing will find
in each lesson many points that are necessarily repeated at inter
vals, and many that are new to them and that will surely help to
improve their work .
I ask all students , whether they have had former experience
or not, to occasionally do a little practice work of a very simple
character, so that they may progress according to my system
in
a practical way and overcome defects of habit. Thus their im
provement will be constant, though gradual, but not superficial.
The fact that my students have by this time acquired some
knowledge of drawing should not be a drawback to their renewing
The accuracy required in draw
some of their earlier exercises.
ing the figure is so great that the effort taken in acquiring facility
of outline will not be a matter of subsequent regret. Ability to
correctly define outline, once secured , subsequently makes it a mat
ter of comparatively little difficulty to represent the boundary of
given objects.
Where the shadows, as well as the extent of a solid tuuy, are
definite and precise, so also must be the outline that represents it.
Modify its appearance as much as you will, its definition must be
certain and positive. If you cannot represent form by outline with
readiness, I assure you that you will not be able to do
by light
and shade effects alone.
In laying out a drawing, especially if it embodies an original
idea , your rough sketches may have nruch mazlitplicity of outline,
even to the extent of scratchiness . In making your finished drawing
you can pick out, as it were, the lines suitable for the correct picture.
In a finished drawing this sort of uncertainty would only serve to
hide ignorance and haste .
Don't make little jerky lines. Make them slowly and evenly .
Put
paper and let it rest there, just
as if your pencil point firmly on the
you were going to make a dot, and then draw your line. Speak
ing of dots, a very good practice in making an outline is to put two
more dots as guides for your eye and pencil. This I mentioned
inor m
y First Lesson , but too little attention has been given it. Thus,
if you are going to make a straight line ( see fig. 1), put two dots,
one to mark the beginning and the other to mark the end, as in
fig. 2. But don't make the dots as heavy as I have made them here,
but just as faint as you can and yet see them plainly .
As shown in figs. 3 and 4 , the line, not being straight, may
be made with several dots instead of two.
These dots will help aid you to draw lines in correct position .
If errors are discovered after you have placed the ots you can
y
rub
out
line them
or lines
, more easil than if you had completely finished the
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It is the same yay in drawing a more complete figure. You
may then make, beside the dots, short faint lines to help guide
you . Thus, if you were going to draw the dog shown in fig. 5,
you should dot and short -line the outline of the canine specimen,
as shown in fig . 6 .
Now , you will see in fig . 6, I have got the neck too fat. You
might do the same thing and, if you had drawn it with a strong
line at the start, it would bother you to rub it out, and then, too,
the more you have to rub out , the more mussy your drawing will
be. But the little faint lines and dots are very easily rubbed out
and then you may proceed to make the dots and marks more cor
rectly.

.
1
Figi.

Fig . 2 .

3.

Fig:

Fig4

:

But remember, in learning to draw , it is better to have a mussy
drawing and have the outlines correct than to have a neat drawing
with the lines misplaced. Every time you make a correction in your
drawing you make a lasting improvement in your work of the
future .
Proceed to dot and short- line some of the figures shown in the
other illustrations in this lesson , finishing them up as shown in the
engravings on the right hand side of each simple outlined figure
in the next page of illustrations,
As long as you are not quite satisfied with your work, you are
learning something, for you are striving to do better, instead of
being at a standstill. Do not depend on me entirely to criticise
your drawings. Try to criticise them yourself, also . After making
a drawing put it away and then, looking at it critically, see if there
is not a line too close to another line, or too far away from it. Then
make the correction . You are thus improving yourself unaided
by others.
Draw any or all of the other figures in this lesson in the same
manner as heretofore described. It is not necessary to draw them
all. Select those that strike your fancy. I would rather you would
make two or three good, careful drawings than a dozen hastily and
badly drawn.

E!
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Draw them on a larger scale than shown in the engravings.
About double the size, I would suggest.
After completing each
drawing put it aside, and copy it again , but this from memory. Do
this several times until you can draw from memory very nearly cor

5

M

rect. Don't be disappointed if you fail to make it quite right from
memory the first time. The ability to do that comes from long prac
tice. The more often you do this, the more you increase your power
to draw objects in Nature from memory .
I, like many in my line, frequently have had to go to gather
ings where it was not advisable or safe to make a sketch on the
spot, as, for instance, at Anarchists' gatherings in 1885, ²86 and '87.
From a momentary glance at a man, I was able to draw, assisted
by memory alone a simple newspaper portrait of him. People have
exclaimed, “ How wonderful !" Not wonderful at all ; it was merely

FIG.5 .

DON'T DRAW THIS UNTIL AFTER
YOU HAVE DOTTED AND SHORT =
LINED IT AS IN FIG . 6

FIG 6.

AFTER DOTTING AND SHORT
LINING PROPERLY, FINISH IT AS
IN FIG 5.

the habit of keeping a system of memory practice in my mind. You
will be able to do the same, not only in drawing a face, but of other
objects not too intricate in detail.
Next to drawing from Nature, which I will teach you later
on, there is no better practice than drawing from a copy after you
have memorized it, and with the copy itself absent. To begin with,
select only very simple subjects. The more difficult ones will only
confuse and discourage you.

Draw figures several times and then from memory.
When drawing from memory do not attempt the detail, but
their general outlines, putting in the former afterwards from the
copy, if you choose.

2

" ill GIVE YOU
A PIECE OF MY
MIND "
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WE ALL EAT
TOO MUCH "
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Draw this figure with a
strong, dark shadow thrown
to the right.

Draw these two
throwing
figures,
shadows to the left,
and covering about
this space.

LESSON SEVEN

Draw this politician talk
ing to another man. Either
copy an appropriate figure
or draw from your imag
ination .

Draw something on the
ground that the shabby
looking individual is inter
ested in. Use your imag.
ination .

LESSON SEVEN

He

Use your ingenuity in
finishing the figure on the
right.

Finish the man on the
left and have him holding
something with his right
hand . Use your ingenuity
and imagination .
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It is quite as impossible to lay down absolute rules for carica manting
ture as it would be to demark the exact line of humor. Someone
has laid it down as an axiom that humor and cruelty go hand in
hand. This is, doubtless, an exaggeration. If it be true— and I
Bon,1
do not care to discuss the question here -- the charge may also be
made against , not alone the humorist , but the work of the caricatur
ist, also , and against a large percentage of comic drawings in
general.
|
In the first place, a comic drawing depicts something apart from
the normal - an exaggeration of characteristics. We must, there
fore, learn to distinguish the peculiarities that cause them .
Caricature is , in many respects, the most effective and the very
foundation , of all modes of illustration. Caricature notes the most
important features of the human being, as well as the incidents with
which the latter is involved. The maker of a serious illustration
for a story strives to comprehend the relative importance of the
incidents and characters of the tale, including the surroundings and
accessories. The illustrator of a work of fiction deals with the

16:12

story as if the incidents were facts, treating them seriously. The
caricaturist deals principally with ideas . He is guided by the im
pressions made on his sense of humor. The line of similarity parts
there. In caricature we demand, not accuracy , but the fruit of the
artist's own imagination, through which he purposely distorts the
facts.
Strictly speaking, from an artistic sense, the noun Caricature
means a pictorial representation in which the favorable points are
concealed or perverted and the peculiarities or defects exaggerated,
so as to make the person or thing represented ridiculous, at the same
time preserving a general likeness. Sometimes a single peculiarity
is protruded and everything else neglected.
Both in pictures and writing the word caricature may , broadly,
be taken as synonymous with burlesque, parody and travesty. The
distinguishing mark of Caricature, in any sense, is that it exagger
ates that which is characteristic.
The absurdity may make the original subject ludicrous by the
inverted manner of treating it, as by treating a grave subject lightly,
or a light subject gravely.
“ So much easier it is to caricature life irom our own sickly
conception of it, than to paint it in its noble simplicity, " wrote
Lowell in " Among my Books,” probably because his dignity had
been assailed by some irreverent caricaturist. Moral : The carica
turist should avoid caricaturing personalities unless he believes in
"give and take."
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The noun Caricature, nowadays, is fast being applied to any
comic drawing, and for convenience sake we may well accept this
popular, if erroneous application.
Now , for practical illustration
Let us sketch, roughly, the figure of the person shown in figure
I , drawing it, approximately in correct proportion .
This figure would, by itself scarcely strike anyone as being
particularly comic.
Now , let us take the same chap and exaggerate him in one or
several directions ( see figs. 2, 3 and 4 ) . To some slight degree he
is getting funny ; funny, but not gay , by any means. The figures
represent comic drawing in its simplest form .
What is needed in order to make him appeal to one's risibilities
is Action. But action alone might not suffice . In order to meet our
requirements, our friend must meet with some adventure - prefer
ably an accident , hard -hearted as it may seem.
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FIG.1

FIG . 2

FIG.3

FIG.4
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For instance, take our stout friend as he appears in fig . 3
a gentleman of evident respectability and not wanting in a sort of
natural dignity. In his case it would seem best for us to throw him
off his equalibrium. So here, in fig. 5 , we have him tilted at quite
an angle. He hasn't the appearance of a pauper, and yet he hasn't
any visible means of support. Possibly he isn't in action after all
--but just enjoying his afternoon nap while leaning against a bale
of thin atmosphere or , perhaps, he is reclining on the side of an in
visible hill.

ribe

In fig. 6 we have him up in the air. But still the reason for
this is apparently without cause. This we will now supply by intro
ducing a boy , a dog and a cart ( fig . 7 ) . The combination is now

.
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complete and further explanation seems superfluous, with the ex•
ception of the title of the picture, for which " The Dangers of Fast
Driving ," seems appropriate.
In the last page of illustrations I show how a continuation of
the blocking-in process, which I explained in the First Lesson of

FIG . 5

FIG . 6

this course, helps to obtain action . Block in as in the pictures at
the top of the page, but much more faintly than indicated in the
engraving
You need not draw all of the pictures in this lesson .
Take one or two, say the man in fig. 8 or fig . 9, and in a series
of two or three pictures have something HAPPEN. Even if your

FIG . 7
WOA :

in

“ THE DANGERS OF FAST DRIVING ."

LESSON EIGHT

picture is not finished carefully, at least, try to get action . Action
is the thing most to be desired in the drawings made by students for
this lesson . If you please, you may take any other character shown
in this lesson and make a pictorial suggestion of something HAP
PENING. In figs. 12 and 13 the caricature is carried to a completion
by words rather than by action . This is an example of satirical
caricature.

14
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FIG . 8 .
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FIG . 9.
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FIG.11

FIG . 10

(MUST

FIG 12

FIG.13
REGINALD BIGGHEAD COMES NATURALLY BY HIS EASY MANNER ON THE BOULE
VARD , BECAUSE IN THE EARLY DAYS OF THE METROPOLIS HIS FATHER OFTEN
APPEARED ON THE SAME DRIVE . - Society Note.
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FIG , 14.

FIG . 15.

Just as practice in simple costuming, dress both men in Fig . 15
in fanciful clothes, taking Fig. 14 as a model. Put a feather in the
plug hat and exercise your ingenuity in any way you can.
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LESSON EIGHT
The four figures are a practical exhibition of the gradual evo
lution or progress of a caricature for cartoon purposes.
For practice in this lesson, take any portrait clipped from a
newspaper or magazine, or, better yet, a photograph of some man

VIMA

with pronounced features . If possible, use a portrait showing a
profile or three -quarter view of your subject. Make a careful
drawing or copy of the original just as you find it. Then exagger
ate the facial peculiarities until you have evolved in successive
drawings a decided caricature.
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Lesson

Nine

A square or perfectly round picture conveys a sense of the me
chanical which should be avoided .
Let the picture be considerably higher than wide or else more
wide than high.
The above are two good rules when it is practical to fol
low them. Sometimes it is impossible , especially in news
paper and magazine illustrations where the exact size and pro
portions are dictated by the exigencies of the space that can be
allotted to an illustration .
Figure A is an example of this sort. The space allowed
It became necessary,
for my picture was an exact square.
therefor, for me to draw it in that circumscribed manner. The
main figure is the principle element of the composition and the
basis is an irregular but not obstrusive triangle, with the hood
of the old woman as the apex.
The next figure ( B ) is an example of composition where
the main characters, human, equine and mechanical , almost com
pletely fill up the pictorial stage . The background, consisting
of the Capitol building at Washington, is the apex of the illus
tration and, while in the background and occupying but little
space, loses nothing of its importance in the grouping. This
example may well be followed as an example of action , strength
and simplicity. The lines composing the cartoon , in which I
have obliterated all lettering, are curved and flowing whenever
possible.
This cartoon , I may add , was copied by over a score of
newspapers and magazines after it appeared in print, with due
credit to the Chicago Chronicle.
The landscape ( Fig. C) is a specimen of sample composi
tion which may well be studied with reference to my sugges
tions and advice given in this lesson .
For purposes of practice make two drawings, in one of
which place a single figure surrounded by a number of smaller
ones. The other composed of a few figures almost filling the
entire space .
For additional practice take portions of all three illustra
tions in this lesson and draw them separately and very care
fully, but making, if possible , new designs based on your own
imagination in part, at least .
Never attempt to compose by finishing in detail, the figures you
intend shall take part in the composition. Instead , make one or
more rough sketches showing the general arrangement and then
make your picture according to the rough plan thus sketched. The
latter being the real foundation of the finished product of your
brain .
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If your composition contains some one important figure con
struct your picture so tłat other figures will be subservient by con
trasted weakness. Let there, however , be in the group some minor
figure that will, while less in evidence, balance the main personage.
As a general rule the figures should be in pairs, not necessarily of
the same kind , but only to give balance to the picture . They need
not be in close proximity .
The place of interest in your picture should be somewhere near
but not quite in the center of your picture. From this point of in
terest the others should radiate .
If the picture is made up of shades and tones in black and white

mb.

WOMAN
THERE WAS AN OLDWHO
WIVED IN A SM05
S MADE
AND TAI APRIL SHOWER
MCR FEEL
QUITE BLUE
TILL SHE SAW HER CHILDREN
ALL WILDLY SCOOT
AND GET UNDER HER BIG
GREEN UMBER SHOOT
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Fig. B.
work ( the latter term is applied as an equivalent for color ) these
shades and tones should also be balanced by others of less value or
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intensity than those holding the more important points of interest.
It is not well in the arrangement of groups that the general
direction of the lines, along which these groups follow, to have the
lines cross. Rather let the lines forming the harmonious arrange
Avoid placing any
ment radiate, but almost imperceptibly so .
prominent object in the exact center of a picture and do not permit
many vertical or horizontal lines to occupy positions of importance
without breaking them , if necessary, by some extraneous object.
Thus, break a horizon line by a sail ; a column by a bit of drapery or
other object appropriate to the scene. With some exceptions it is
well to avoid separation of figures. Bring the figures together har
moniously, one higher than the other ; one partially concealing an
other. Do not string them out or scatter them about at random .
Contact and partial eclipse are frequently necessary to produce con
trast, centralization and a harmoniousness.
Place your figures in your groups as if you were forming a
tableau of real , live people. In doing so the best part of it is that
your figures cannot complain as some breathing human beings would
if you did not give them all principal parts in the general arrange
ments. You are the master — you and your imagination.
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Lesson

Ten

The following statement has been demonstrated by experience
ist oft repeated : Many of the leading artists of the country by means
plans of studying and practicing caricature and cartooning during pro
One longed periods laid the firmest foundations for their successful
Fine artistic careers.
Scores of the greatest illustrators of the age were caricaturists
and cartoonists for years before they essayed to illustrate in a
serious manner .
I have referred to Martin Justice, one of the foremost of
magazine illustrators. For the first two years in his professional
is career he never made a single picture in which the spirit of humor
da did not pervade. A. B. Frost was known as a comic artist years
before he made a name as the most accurate illustrator of actual
life. Will Crawford did " funny stunts” for the New York World
from 1895 to 1898 , before he essayed serious illustrative work .
More than half of the illustrators of the leading magazines
II of today graduated from the art departments of the New York
daily papers where they were engaged principally in illustrating
the current events with funny pictures and cartoons. The secret
of it is that the study of caricature leads to an acute understanding
of human nature and a fine perception of human interest in the
subject matter involved .
The caricaturist, after he begins to make serious pictures, sel
dom makes wishy-washy illustrations with stiff, wooden figures .
The salient points of his work in the past have been Life and
Characterization , and these he carries into his portrayals of more
serious subjects .
There are few experienced caricaturists and cartoonists who
cannot, if they will , make serious pictures of current happenings
or illustrations for serious stories. On the other hand , there are
few illustrators who have not studied the smiling side of Art who
ever catch the most interesting points of the subjects they under
take to portray. The mind and eye of the ever solemn artist trav
el in a groove. He is apt to be simply a human camera unable
to convey more than the superficial of the work in hand .
Don't be afraid because caricature helps develop a sense of
humor that it will be a detriment to further work . Quite the re
verse ,

Now for the lesson in hand :
The figure of the woman in this picture carries to the mind
a sense of tragedy. It is not a comic figure but part of one of my
cartoons where the subject was important and world -stirring . The
lines show that I felt an interest in the subject matter. The lines
sweep with a certain fierceness in accordance with the expression
and attitude of the emblematic figure . If I do say it myself there
is spirit in every line.
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Modesty does not prevent my assertion that the figure may con
scientiously be recommended as a splendid subject for practice and
imitation. It has been praised by higher authority on art than
myself. There is a certain spirit and snap in the drawing that
were engendered by the very subject, into the exact identity of
which it is not necessary to enter here.
In this drawing or a similar one, first block out the entire
figure, paying no attention whatever to the minor details, such as
the gauzy and web - like lines of the minute folds. Get the general
direction of the main lines of the head, arms and limbs. Then
sketch in the main folds and the shadow areas. Before finishing
in ink, practice the lines composing the shadows as if they were
separate exercises. Thus you will get a swing to the lines that
you would not obtain if you were to attempt to finish the entire
cartoon at once .
The next example, that of the gigantic Uncle Sam and the
peddling dwarf, is of quite another character from the female
figure. It is a specimen of more deliberate work and there is con
siderable detail of a mechanical sort. There is, aside from the
disparity between the two figures composing the cartoon, compara
tively little exaggeration of the proportions in the figures, if con
sidered apart from each other. The background is placed with
considerable fidelity and regard for perspective.
Shadow lines are entirely absent but the effect of light and
shade is represented by solid, effective blacks and accentuations
in the lines themselves.
While there is an unusual amount of almost petty detail in the
drawing, each object is represented with as few lines as possible.
The composition is not intricate , consisting of a series of
triangles so arranged as to direct the attention to the lower left
hand
part of the picture.
For practice, if you intend originating a figure to take the
place of mine, get, if possible, some friend to pose for you for the
principal figure and thus obtain the attitude of your subject in a
general way. Then release your model and , for the accessories of
the picture, arrange books, newspapers and the like in groups simi
lar to the picture. Then make a drawing along similar lines to
the examples shown.
As separate and preliminary practice, make single drawings
of each group of books , etc., before finishing the main picture. It
is not necessary to have the same scene, the same articles or the
same kind of man . Simply try to make up an original picture
based on the same foundation. A common arm -chairwill do and
the desk may well be replaced by an ordinary table. A boy with
a tray or basket may be substituted for the peddler,
You will , if painstaking, be gratified with the result and so
will I.
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Modesty does not prevent my assertion that the figure may con
scientiously be recommended as a splendid subject for practice and
imitation . It has been praised by higher authority on art than
myself.
There is a certain spirit and snap in the drawing that
were engendered by the very subject, into the exact identity of
which it is not necessary to enter here.
In this drawing or a similar one, first block out the entire
figure, paying no attention whatever to the minor details, such as
the gauzy and web - like lines of the minute folds. Get the general
direction of the main lines of the head, arms and limbs. Then
sketch in the main folds and the shadow areas, Before finishing
in ink, practice the lines composing the shadows as if they were
separate exercises. Thus you will get a swing to the lines that
you would not obtain if you were to attempt to finish the entire
cartoon at once.
The next example, that of the gigantic Uncle Sam and the
peddling dwarf, is of quite another character from the female
figure. It is a specimen of more deliberate work and there is con
siderable detail of a mechanical sort. There is, aside from the
disparity between the two figures composing the cartoon , compara
tively little exaggeration of the proportions in the figures, if con
sidered apart from each other . The background is placed with
considerable fidelity and regard for perspective.
Shadow lines are entirely absent but the effect of light and
shade is represented by solid, effective blacks and accentuations
in the lines themselves.
While there is an unusual amount of almost petty detail in the
drawing, each object is represented with as few lines as possible.
The composition is not intricate, consisting of a series of
triangles so arranged as to direct the attention to the lower left
hand part of the picture.
For practice, if you intend originating a figure to take the
place of mine, get, if possible, some friend to pose for you for the
principal figure and thus obtain the attitude of your subject in a
general way . Then release your model and, for the accessories of
the picture, arrange books, newspapers and the like in groups simi
lar to the picture.
Then make a drawing along similar lines to
the examples shown.
As separate and preliminary practice, make single drawings
of each group of books, etc., before finishing the main picture. It
is not necessary to have the same scene, the same articles or the
same kind of man . Simply try to make up an original picture
based on the same foundation.
A common arm -chair will do and
the desk may well be replaced by an ordinary table. A boy with
a tray or basket may be substituted for the peddler.
You will , if painstaking, be gratified with the result and so
will I.
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Lesson

Eleven

Limitation of space prevents me from fully explaining the
methods used for the reproduction of drawings. Briefly stated ,
the photo-engraving process, by which most illustrations are made
for use in magazines and newspapers, is to make relief plates from
pen and other drawings by means of which the said plates can
be printed just the same as type. There are several other processes ,
but that of photo-engraving, frequently known under other names,
is the most frequently used and the one that most directly inter
ests the students of this school.
Like type, the photo -engraved (or photo -etched ) lines are
higher than the portions that show white when printed . The print
ing roller passes over the plate, inking only the higher and exposed
parts which on contact with paper in the press leave their impres
sion on the paper, just as you might leave a smudged imprint of
your thumb on a piece of paper if you had previously inked your
thumb with stiff paint or oily ink. The cut or engraved plate is
simply a large type, the imprint therefrom being a picture instead
of a letter or other single character. The principle is the same
whether the plate is wood-cut, electrotype, line engraving or a
half-tone. In the latter instance the effect of tint is produced by
means of a fine screen placed between the camera and the negative ;
the result being a series of minute dots or squares of varying sizes
so closely placed as to resemble tint. The dots are frequently so
fine as to be unobservable to the naked eye .
The pen -line drawing for a photo-engraving plate should, with
hardly an exception , be made considerably larger than the reproduc
tion. A " same size” engraving would , as a result of the process,
appear defect
than the original, which generally would be consid
ered a coarser
.
In the fewest words the manner of making a photo -engraved
plate is thus:
The drawing , tacked upright to a board, is placed before a
camera and a photographic negative is made from it on a sensitized
glass plate - much as we would make an ordinary negative for a
photograph. The negative is the reverse of the drawing in two
respects. It is backwards as one would see it in a mirror and the
black lines are transparent while the white surface of the paper
appears opaque on the negative .
This negative is then placed on a highly polished sheet of
zinc., (In half -tone work copper is substituted for zinc.)
The
zinc has previously been coated with albumen saturated with a
chemical, such as chrome alum , which causes the albumen to be
come waterproof, when exposed to actinic rays of light (such as
the sun or electric light). Where the light does not enter through
the negative to the sensitized zinc (i. e., the opaque parts represent
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ed by the blank spaces on the paper ), the albumen remains soluble.
After being exposed for a certain time, the zinc plate is rolled over
with a greasy ink and then the plate is washed off. The insoluble,
hardened parts remain coated with ink.
“ Dragon's Blood,” a resinous substance, is then powdered over
the plate, which is then heated . The “ Dragon's Blood " melts and
when cooled, becomes a sort of varnish . The plate is then subjected
to dilute nitric acid . The acid eats away the zinc but leaves the
" varnished ” lines . To prevent undermining the lines are protected
on their sides by fresh applications of " Dragon's Blood." When
the acid has bitten away sufficiently, the larger vacant parts of the
plates are cut away by a gouging or “ routing " machine.
The plate, after being mounted on a wooden block to make
its surface type high , is ready for use, either for printing purposes
or for electrotyping, the latter being simply copper-faced duplicates
of the original engraved plates.
The foregoing is by no means a practical exposition of the
process of photo -engraving.
It would take an entire course of
special lessons to explain in detail the methods used . Photo - en
graving is a trade by itself.
that

I wanted to tell you enough about it so that you would realize
you make very weak lines, they will be broken and ragged

in the engraving. The acid eats away a little of every line and if
the drawing is not composed of continuous lines, carefully placed
dots or spaces of solid black or lined tint, the result is unsatisfac
tory .
In this lesson I insert an example of a comic series reduced
from six drawings, of which the first is shown in its original dimen
sions. There is scarcely a line in that drawing that does not re
produce clearly, as you can see in the grouped picture.
It is a fair specimen throughout of what can be done with
simple lines and solid black effects.
In drawing lettering, it is always best to draw with a straight
edge or “ T”, square . Use parallel lines as guides for the letters
composing the inscriptions accompanying the drawings. If the
drawing and inscription is original, first write it out and then
copy it in pencil along the parallel lines before inking in the letters.
It is better to use a coarser pen for lettering than is used for
the picture itself.
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As an exercise, make a draw
ing of the opposite picture, en
larging it about double. If you
choose, make it one of a series
of about four pictures, drawing
upon your imagination for the
others. These, if done well, will
be quite sufficient exercise for
this lesson . The other series
shown will guide you as to style
of lines, especially the drawing
below ( Fig. 1 ) .
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(AFTER TELLING A FUNNY STORY) ALLE
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MR HEWYWITT (AFTER TELUNG A FUNNY STORY)
"NOW ,MY ALLEGED ARTIST - IF YOU COULD TAKE

YOUR SKETCH -BOOK AND MAKE A
LIFE -LIKE PICTURE OF THAT FELLOW

3
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ZIN

IN MY STORY - SHOWING HIM WITH HIS
HEAD STICKING UP THOUGH THE TAP

THE ARTIST (GRASPING THE IDEA ANO
HIS DRAWING BOARD )"I THINK I CAN THROW

DOOR- YOU'D HAVE THE FUNNIEST
KIND OF PICTURES FULL OF ACTION

ACTION INTO IT SPLENDID ! - NOW KEEP
THAT ROSE FOR FIVE MINUTES - THANKS

Lesson
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2018

Having explained to you some of the rudimentary principles
of relief-line engraving by which reproductions are made for print
ing, I now ask you to observe the effect of reduced photographic
reproductions of drawings.
The individual with the porcupine
whiskers in the first figure is engraved the actual size of the original
drawing. The second figure shows the same figure reduced one
half. You will note how everything in the second picture has been
refined by the reduction. It is almost like looking at the first pic
ture through the big end of an opera - glass or field glass.
In figure 4 ( which is a reduction of figure 3) this effect of
refinement of the lines is still more apparent. The lines and tints
apparently become so close in the reduction that they convey the
impression, if observed from a distance, of being flat tint. Each
of these drawings is made with strong firm lines in which there are
some faults which I wish you to avoid in your own drawings . Take
for instance, the line forming the back of the man in figure 1. It
does not extend down to the arm . This sort of fault is one that
my students often make.
The coat collar is detached from the
collar itself while the linen collar is detached from the neck . It
is the same way with the front of the man's coat. These are a
few of the sort of lapses which I do not wish my students to make
in their drawings.
You will seldom find a drawing made by a professional that
does not contain some of these apparent errors. Oftentimes, how
ever, they are made purposely, even by means of erasures, in order
to produce certain desired effects.
In the work of beginners these
" breaks" should be strictly avoided. After you have practiced suf
ficiently and understand more of the practical part of illustration
you can take liberties with your drawings that I do not wish you to
take now .
In figure 3 you will find several of the same kind of breaks in
lines that I refer to in the first figure, particularly in the lines of
the man's trousers and feet where they approach the lines of the
cane which the man is carrying. This is an instance of intentional
broken lines for the reason that the cane, by means of the little
separations, is brought away from the man's body, thus making
it stand apart.
In small reductions these defects, whether intentional or other
wise, are not so apparent. The crayon effect of the checkered lines
of the coat in the first drawing can only be obtained in a drawing
for reproduction by two means. One, by using rough surfaced
drawing paper and making the lines with a very soft pencil or
lithographic crayon and the other by means of dots so closely placed
as to imitate the effect of the graining of penciled lines. Approxi
mately the same effect is produced in the coat in the second draw
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ing, simply by the checks being purposely broken in making the lines.
Observe closely in these drawings that while the extreme outlines of the
figures in both cases seem quite heavy in the larger drawings, they appear to
be much more minute in proportion in the reduced engravings.
Do not be afraid to make good strong outlines. In your early drawings,
if you want to give the appearance of refinement in the drawings, put in some
fine shading just as I have done in the second drawing. This, in contrast with
the coarser lines, gives the appearance of high degree of finish .
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LESSON TWELVE
Figure 5 is a reduction of one-half from the original drawing . Figure 8
is reduced only one- third. Therefore, if you wish to draw them as they origin
ally appeared, draw figure 5 twice the height and breadth, and figure 6 half
again as high and proportionately wide ; that is, Fig. 6 would be about six
inches high and three and a half inches wide.
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Practice equally with pencil, pen and brush . The effect of each dif
fers from the other. Facility with the one does not necessarily mean
ability to work with the other implement. There is this to be remem
bered : that while pencil and brush retain always their own individuality
in the work produced, by exercising pains and patience the effect of both
may be obtained by pen manipulation . The broad masses made by a
brush stroke may be imitated with close, parallel lines by means of a
pen. The granular effect of broad pencil lines on rough paper can be
approximately imitated with carefully placed dots.
Even the effect of wood - engraving , steel -engraving and copper- etch
ings may be cleverly counterfeited by means of pen and ink . The split
point of a pen makes it comparatively easy to imitate nearly every style
of reproduction known to the " Art Preservative.” More expression can
be conveyed by pen and ink than by any other known medium ,
I am writing thus extendedly on the subject of pen and ink work at
this advanced stage of these lessons mainly because many students seem
to think that they have progressed to a point where they may lay pen
and ink aside and splurge into crayon and color. Both are good in their
way, and teach breadth and true conception of Nature's tints — but do
not discard pen and ink now or ever.
An infinite variety of line and tone effects may be obtained in pen
and ink drawing. A picture may be drawn in fat masses of light and
dark by means of pen lines running all in one direction . Little or no
divergence or cross-hatching is required , but simply by using parallel
lines of different thicknesses, or lines placed at different distances from
each other, and by combinations of such lines, the most diversified ef
fects may be obtained.
In a general way it is best to draw the lines in accordance with the
natural action of the hand in writing. It is not natural to draw lines
either quite vertical or quite horizontal to the draughtsman's sitting po
sition. It is best, when desiring to draw several such lines in succession,
to slant the board , on which the drawing is pinned , in the most conven
ient direction to accord with the natural movement of the fingers, wrist
and arm by which the pen is directed .
Short lines are controlled by the fingers alone, long lines by the
wrist, while full, sweeping lines are made pivotal from the elbow joint.
There is little need of laying down rigid rules for the making of any
line or set of lines. Usually it is well to draw lines from the upper right
hand corner of the paper toward the lower left hand corner . Neverthe
less, the reverse of the above method is frequently desirable and conven
ient for the artist . Without exception , however, where tones and shad .

ows are to be reproduced in lines, the form and comparative densities
should be very carefully indicated with pencil before there is any attempt
made to finish in pen and ink. Remember, also, that even the direction
of the lines will aid to express the form of the objects represented by
these tones .
While the reproduction of effects by means of lines in one direction
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uncrossed , is frequently desirable, and always excellent in the way of
practice , greatly increased variety and strength may be obtained by
cross-hatching, ( the technical term for crossed lines .) By changing the
angle at which these lines cross, their effect on the beholder is also
changed .
The combination of outline and tone effects is usually present in pen
drawings even of the most finished character . “ Line drawing ” deals
most with the expression of form , for lines that convey meaning depend
largely on the direction of each individual line. On the contrary, masses
composed of parallel, or nearly parallel lines, cause these same lines to
lose their individuality and become nearly indistinguishable parts of
more or less flat tints and tones.
At the most, even in outline drawing , the line can only suggest form
to the extent of the artist's ability to measure , by eye or otherwise, areas
of light and color as seen in Nature or created by imaginative genius,
In the earlier lessons simple line exercises were shown in their pri
mary form . As the lessons progressed we surmounted obstacles that
would have seemed impossible at the first glance.
By studying objects which you wish to draw from Nature you may
determine their characteristics, and see whether they may be best repre
sented in straight, curved , angular or broken lines. The most varying
forms, smooth and rough water, fleecy clouds and cumulous storm clouds,
the smoke of a pipe and the fierce volume of smoke from a puffing loco
motive, foreground foliage and the misty mountains of a landscape may
all be suggested with little more than outline if you will but closely ob
serve and analyze their characteristics.
.
When in the open, note the varying appearance of the fairly defined
detail of the foliage near to you as compared with that on the trees in the
distance. Note the atmospheric effect on the texture or visual appear
ance of surfaces presented to the eye. Distance knocks off the rough
edges and inequalities. The most rugged mountain in the distance be
comes moulded into softest forms. Trees lose much of their individual.
ity and become blended, apparently, into solid groups. Distance is the
great blender and indeed “ lends enchantment to the view ."
These, and hundreds of other effects, should be studied carefully;
problems they are , in fact, for deep cogitation , affording most varied and
highly interesting experiment in the application of the mediums at hand.
The examples with this lesson exhibit a variety of effects that are
excellent practice. The first, The Old Man in the Moon, is full of sweep
ing lines
simple in their formation, and
isthe opposite in manipulation
tothesecond, in which multiplicity
of detail is producedby several
methods. The sky was drawn in solid black
th a brush . The right
hand side of the chimney was solid black also . When quitedry,the
white lines, thestars, etc., were picked out with Chinese white applied
with a fine brush o
, rused as white ink with a clean pen . In some places
thesewhite lines were again cross -hatched with black ink .
For practice, draw parts of thesecond picture ,obtaining thewhite
line effectsby leavingthe paperfreeofink where lines are whitein the
copy. This is not so easy asusingChinese white, orscratchingout the
white detailwith asharp blade ,buttheformermethod ,while laborious,
is splendid practice in careful manipulation of the pen .
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Lesson
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Many artists make the mistake of working out all their drawings with
precisely the samemethods, For instance, I know of an artist of fleeting
wide repute who applied himself industriously to a rather original
scheme of finishing all his drawings by means of carefully drawn sets of
straight parallel lines, brightened by sharply defined blacks and whites.
The result was sparkling and effective, but absolutely devoid of feeling.
His system of technique was monotonous and mechanical. His drawings
all looked alike. Every one had the smoothness that wouldn't come off.
For a while his work became a fad with many publishers. He ac
quired a briefcareer of success, and even had that sincerest form of flat
tery - imitation - but his work was tiresome to all lookers on and the ar
tistwent out of vogue. His reputation evaporated . He had become so
wedded to his peculiar, glaring , ond-string style that he was unable to
devise anything new , or even to deviate materially from his habitual
methods, Professionally speaking , he died a lingering death ,
Tones and lines should have individuality, but not monotony. Don't
work in too mechanical a manner, nor , on the other hand, imagine that
a scratchy , careless line is necessarily artistic - or even sketchy, the lat
ter term being here used in its truemeaning, and not, as some apply it,
meaning any scratchy style of drawing.
Some artists confound mechanical effects with conscientiousness of
treatment. Others seem to think slap -dash is synonymous with genius
and call it " Impressionalism .” What crimes against art have been com
mitted in the name of " Impressionalism ” !
Another device affected by some artists, myself occasionally among
the number, is to embellish their drawings with ornamentation . This is
an easy method frequently resorted to in order to give a rapidly drawn
picture an appearance of additional finish.
Figure 1 ofthis lesson shows one of my drawings reproduced in its
original dimensions executed in thismanner. Figure 2 is the reduction
ofthe sameas it was printed in the Chicago Chronicle. This sort of de
viation from the normal is permissible only in caricature. Such decora
tive additions to ordinary human costuming would , of course, be quite
out of place in a serious illustration .
Just to show how little it requires to change the character of a draw
ing — whether itbe an addition of a few solid blacks, or intensified out
line, or a few bits of ornamentation — I append Figure 3, which consists
oftwoseries of comic faces, the features in the upper and lower rows
being, with one exception , essentially alike in each . In the top tier the
hose has been changed in each case. In the bottom tier the chin in each
face has been materially altered .
For exercise, take any comic face and redraw it several times precise
ly alike, except some one feature, and note how completely the changes
affect the expression and likeness.
Another good exercise, in order to obtain variety in style,is to make
Aurawingof a single object, such as a face, a shoe, a rock, anything, in
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fact, that is not too complicated in detail. Make, say, three or four sep
arate drawings of the same subject, yet let each essentially vary from
the other in treatment.
For instance, draw the first with single shade lines running all
nearly in the same direction ,
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The tones of the next drawing may be made by means of cross
hatching.

by me
The third may have every tone produced by means of careful dot or
stipple work . " Stipple,” by the way, being the technical term for tones
made in this manner .
If you have patience for still another, it may be made by a combina
tion of the three methods mentioned. That is, make a drawing in which
one of the tones incidental to the formation of the picture is formed of
lines running all in one direction , another tone cross-hatched, and a
third in stipple.
This composite style is conducive to a display of ingenuity and orig
inality, and, moreover, will help you to acquire an individual technique
or style entirely your own .
However, in drawing with various methods in one drawing, avoid,
as you can if you exercise care, an impression of spottinessmdon't make
a crazy- quilt drawing, but let the various styles blend harmoniously .
Still another good plan is to broadly cross - hatch and then fill in the
interstices, or spaces between , with stipple. The latter should be done
with exceeding care and will give an appearance of extreme finish to an
otherwise hastily executed drawing . Careful stippling between some of
the parallel lines is frequently very effective . The stippling in such
cases should parallel the lines.
A little judiciously placed stippling, as a general thing, adds a pleas
ant sense of completeness to almost any pen drawing .
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The quality of the material used in early work is not a positive es.
sential to good work . It isn't the tools, its the brains behind 'em. To
gain mastership over the material at hand is the thing . Don't let the
material be the master . Individual requirements vary as do individuals
themselves. Experiment as much as possible with the mediums used ,
Evolve new combinations of lines and methods of producing them. Pro
dace, if possible, pencil lines with pen and ink , Imitate the graining of
a soft pencil on rough paper by means of dots made with the pen . Study
the pictures in all the magazines and other publications to which you
have access. Note the difference in the quality of the lines that print
well in a first-class magazine, and compare them with the peculiarly
grey and coarse lines in a daily paper .
Remember, that the styles of lines and tints that can be produced in
a magazine where the finest paper, ink and press-work is provided , are
practically without limit . Almost any tint or line can be printed on
coated, plated or highly calendared paper on a perfecting press, The
same engraved surface printed in a daily paper would be a mere blur.
The lines and dots for the latter class of press-work must be three or four
times as far apart as the former . Otherwise, the spaces between fill up
with ink and make a single smudged area of ink impression instead of
several.
The more clear, black and continuous the lines of a drawing, the
better the effect in all cases, whether for fine or coarse printing. The
above rule has no exceptions.
With this lesson is reproduced one of my cartoons reduced from the
original drawing to two columns in width. This is shown in Figure 1 .
The second figure shows a reproduction of a section of the original draw
ing, showing how pen dots produce the granulated effect in the repro
duction (Fig. 1 ) . This was drawn for newspaper printing and is pur
posely somewhat coarse. For book or magazine printing the dots would
have to be finer or else the reduction would have to be greater. For fine
printing the reduction is usually about one -fourth of the original, that
is, if the height is to three inches when printed , the drawing would be
about twelve inches high , For a newspaper cut of the same size, the
height of the drawing need only be from five to nine inches at the most.
This dot style of drawing seems yery slow sort of work at first, but
after some practice the artist soon becomes very proficient and can cover
a great deal of space in a short time. It is necessary in this, as in every
thing else of the sort, to begin work very slowly . Speed comes of itself
later, but to hasten this kind of work in exercises is a waste of time, as
the results are bound to be unsatisfactory, unproductive of the desired
effect .
The best results in making the imitation of the grained lines of a
pencil by means of dots are obtained by using a rather rough finished
but hard , firm drawing paper, Make a sketch of your subject on another
piece of paper, and transfer it lightly to the rough -surfaced paper. Then
with a soft pencil boldly redraw the picture. If the lines of the drawing
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are flowing and striking, even to sketchiness, so much the better. Now ,
take two pens, one that has been used but little , if at all, for the greyish
pencil lines, and another pen , coarser or with the point worn somewhat
blunt , for the dense lines and dark spaces .
Proceed to dot right over the lines first with the fine pointed pen,and
when the light places and lines have been filled in with dots, use the
coarser pen , making large dots closer together than the finer ones.
Don't make your dots straggling or with a quick , jerky movement
but very deliberately and as evenly as possible . A good plan to over
come the natural, nervous tendency to dot quicker and quicker as you
progress, is to count from one to ten as you dot along. Then again from
one to ten, and so on . This method of working acts as a retarder or
governor and may be discarded when you have overcome the tendency
to work too quickly .
After the dotting is apparently completed , rub off the pencil lines.
You will find many little places where the dotting has been omitted ,or
is too broken in character. Carefully touch these up with additional
dotting.
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Daring the progress made in these lessons it has, no doubt, becom
apparent to most students that many of the seeming mysteries of prac
tical drawing are in reality very simple indeed , when explained in a
practical manner . At each stage the experiments and practice in one
line throw light on other divisions of art work , and the knowledge thus
gained, in turn , blazes a way to further exploitations along this almost
" Royal Road to Learning."
Individuality of the draughtsman is shown in the wide divergence
that exists in the work of the leading artists, One illustrator may make
a drawing with a few simple dashes ,leaving much play for imagination
on the part of those who behold his work . At the same time, simple as
is the picture, much effort may have been given to make the proportions
and the anatomy of the human or other living figures, the perspective
and atmospheric effects with absolute correctness and fidelity to Nature .
Another artist may prefer to finish up every detail throughout the
picture with almost photographic minuteness, leaving little for the be
holder to supply from his own consciousness.
Still another artist will portray the important points of his composi
tion with great care, even to trilling details, and yet slur the minor por
tions, such as the background and other accessories . This is intentional,
his purpose being to direct attention almost exclusively to the main fea
tures of the picture without the eye or mind being diverted by the com
paratively unimportant subsidiaries.
In the examples given in this lesson , to gain effectiveness with the
least number of lines has been the desideratum . Simplicity and direct
ness of purpose is the essential merit in each copy herewith given for
the student's guidance .
In Figure 1 the lines outside of the burden -bearing figures are , with
scarcely any other exceptions, produced by wrist lines. That is to say,
the pen is guided by the wrist rather than the fingers, the latter being
almost rigid . The lower lines in the precipice are even more flowing in
character and are made with sweeps from the elbow , the weight resting
gently on the little finger, which is held slightly apart from its fellows in
order to govern the pressure of the pen and to modulate intensity of
line. The lines in the picture mighteasily be counted ,and yet the effect
shows various grades of distance and shows some good flat tone effects.
A few judiciously scattered blacks add to the brilliancy and complete
the picture .
Figure 2. - Here , as in the other two examples, the result of about
half reduction is shown to explain how much larger drawings should be
than the space they are to occupy in print. Don't copy the smaller pic
ture in any case. Always draw on a larger scale than you would expect
to see the drawing reproduced .
Good technique, which may be acquired with the lapse of time, is a
great qualification for the artist, and the ability to handle lines grace
fully with the best possible effect is also a quality worth continual striv
ing for, but this fact, nevertheless, should not be forgotten : While the
lines themselves preponderate in importance as component parts, the
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picture itself is the great thing, overshadowing as it does, and embody
ing all else. The picture isthe result. Al else the means thereto.
In most illustrative work thelines are the chief, frequently the only
means by which , on account of the exigencies of mechanical restrictions,
the artist can express his ideas .
Elaboration ofdetail therefore is insufficient. An idea, a pictorial
thought, must be conveyed. The least apparent effort by which this
result can be obtained is not only the best, but the most pleasing .
As examples of simplicity with effective results, the pictures in this
lesson are particularly commended for the student's careful observation
and exercise .

1

As exercise, take other subjects - ang
simple object in Nature,or a picture, and
ifthe latter, without reference to the lines
and tones of which it is composed, con
struct a drawing in pen and ink in which
the same simplicity of scheme is pro
served as in these examples.

Figure 8 .
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Lesson

Seventeen

That every student should look at his work and criticise it from his
own point of view is something that I have urged before this. I am tempt
ed to repeat it over and over again . Self- interest alone, if nothing else,
should induce the student to analyze his work and strive to see where it
is wrong. It is not enough to go blindly ahead doing your best in a liste
less way, and
say to yourself, " Oh, very well. If there are any shortcom
ings Mr. Lederer will discover them and tell me where I am wrong."
That sort ofthing will not do at all.
Try to look upon your work as not alone the representation of ob
jects and ideas,but as your own individual way of seeing objects and
expressing ideas.
Your technique will then improve ; the individualism that you inject
into your work will begin to be apparent to you . Your progress willbe
proportionate with your judgment in discovering and remedying defects.
The pencil sketch is themost important part of your pictorial con
struction. It embodies the selection of the objects to be drawn, the ar
rangement and the distribution thereof. Most artists think most readi
îy with sketch - book and pencil in band.
Usually a faulty sketch may be easily remedied . To make changes
in a pen -and-ink drawing is more difficult often fatal to the drawing , es
pecially to the neatness of its appearance, If necessary , make a sketch
over and over again . Cultivate the habit of making one good pen draw
ing if you have to make a half dozen pencil sketches in order to accom
plish this.
The pencil sketch , if worked out conscientiously with the questions
of composition , contrasts and light and shade effects solved , relieves you
ofmuch worry when you are makingthe finished drawing in pen and ink
If you have made the final pencil sketch on a hard finished paper
even if it has a rather rough surface - you may , as practice in this lesson ,
draw with pen and ink directly over the pencil sketch ,not, ofcourse, as
ifyou were merely tracing over it, but with the purpose of bringing out
the essential,the strong points in the drawing . strive to improve, to
intensify and bring out detail where it seems to be required . Your work
will thus be infinitely more expressive and satisfactory than it would if
you worked from a hastily constructed , incomplete sketch.
The drawing of the old mill and pond (Fig . 1)which accompanies this
lesson is reproduced from a rather finished pencilsketch which I drew on
thespot. The scene is Crawfish Springs,Georgia, on the outskirts of fa
mous Chickamaaga battlefield . It was the scene of a bloody conflict be
tween the federal and confederate forces during the Civil War. Little of
the original mill remains beyond the foundation , but battered as it is, it
is still used as a storehouse for boats and canvasby a fishing club, The
scene is about half an hour's travel from Chattanooga .
The reproduction of this sketch is on a much darker scale than the
original. This is caused by the fact that the sketch was drawn on a yel
low-tinted paper. Yellow
pinks, light reds and browns photograph
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on a mach darker scale than they appear to the eye. Blue-tinted paper
would not bave intensified the general tone effect. When sketching for
direct reproduction , therefore, use only a clear white paper. Even &
creamy tint will result in much darker tone than might be anticipated.
In Figure 2 I have put in the principal tones by means of " spatter
work . "
“ Spatter work ” is a great labor - saving device, bat is only adapted
to comparatively fine printing on good paper. It is sometimes used for
newspaper work , but the results are not usually satisfactory ,
For " spatter work ,” procure besides some tracing paper and the
usual articles for making a pen drawing , a sharp nife, a comb with fine
teeth , and a tooth brush .
case, doesn't it ?

It seems almost like ransacking your toilet

Cut a piece of tracing paper a trifle larger than your entire drawing,
Trace the outlines of the part you wish to spatter. Cut these out very
carefully - making a stencil.
Thicker than tracing paper may be used by holding the stencil (or
shield ) paper and the original upon a window pane against the light and
tracing through .
The stencil may be more easily cut if it is placed on a pane of glass
placed on the table. The more resistance to the knife -blade the more
clean -cut will be the stencil.
Fit the stencil (or shield ) on the drawing. Pin it down. Then the
tooth brush is lightly dipped in the ink and scraped across the comb, and
the ink is spattered on those surfaces of the drawing that are not pro
tected by the shield.
By cutting out only a part at a time, and spattering several times,
various depths of tone may be obtained. Practice will enable the student
to obtain considerable variety in effects . Afterwards the drawing may
be finished with a pen . Addition to the spatter -work may be made by
means of stippling. Where the spatterwork extends beyond intended
limits corrections may be best made by means of Chinese white.
An old tooth brush will answer the purposes for this work , but it will
not give satisfactory results if the bristles have become too soft and pli
able. If it doesn't spring sufficiently the tones are apt to be uneven and
splashy instead of spattery . I must confess that this is the fault with
some of the spatter-work examples I show in my lessons.
My tooth -brush had become soft and another was not at hand. Being
eager to proceed, I did so in spite of the poor condition of the brush, and
the result is not as I would desire. However, engravers and printers
were waiting so I had to let them go as you seethem . You may do mach
better with a good stiff brush ,
Figure 3 is a free -hand pen drawing of the old mill in which most of
the tones are drawn with stipple instead of spatter -work . Very pleasing
effects may be produced by combining stipple and spatter. It is then al
most impossible to detect where one process stops and the other begins.
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Topos Produced by Means of Spatter Work .

Lesson

Eighteen

One reason that I continually advocate the use of the pencil is that
that implement will never cease to be an important one for illustrative
purposes,
The use of reproductions of pencil drawings in the most artistic pub
lications is becoming more and more frequent. The pencil drawing is
susceptible to more modification in the handling and to greater delicacy
Furthermore, for
in the treatment of detail than the brush or the pen.
all preliminary experimental work the pencil is almost unsurpassed .
When an artist submits a sketch for approval, with the ultimate purpose
or hope of completing the same for publication , he or she usually makes
the said sketch with pencil. Then when finishing up the drawing in pen
or brush, the better the pencil drawing is, the better will be the finished
product.
A well drawn pencil sketch in broad masses with expressions, at
mosphere and detail well depicted, is one of the best guides the illustra
tor can have .
Another advantage in the pencil sketch is that errors are easily cor
rected and changes made with comparative ease, In many cases the
pencil drawing can be reproduced directly from itself.
In the case of example No. 1 in this lesson , the woman's head is by
the half tone process, being produced directly from my pencil drawing.
In example No. 2 it is reproduced from a line drawing with pen over a
carefully made copy of the pencil drawing . In this drawing the detail is
greatly simplified, Of course , it is seldom necessary or desirable to make
a slavish copy of the pencil sketch. The pencil sketch is generally mere
ly suggestive rather than a copy to be followed with absolute fidelity.
The original pencil sketch was made by first covering the paper with
a fiat tint by means of pencil dust rubbed gently over the paper with a
soft cloth : Then the pencil drawing was made with a fairly soft pencil ,
The lines were sketched in boldly but rather faintly at first and intensi
fied as the drawing approaches completion . The high lights were placed
with Chinese white applied with a rather flowing brush, Usually in
half- tones the chief high lights are engraved by hand, but in this exam
ple they are allowed to remain greyish in order that the student may
know the effect of pure white spaces in a drawing when reproduced by
the half -tone process of engraving .
In using Chinese white it should be as much fluid as it can be used
and still obtain opacity when the pigment is dry. Care should be taken
not to obtain a muddy appearance through rubbing of the drawing by
the hand. And remember, the Chinese white must not be rubbed with
the eraser. Keep a bit of paper under your hand and try to draw with
as little contact of the hand as possible. The drawing, when completed,
may be mounted on a piece of stiff cardboard — a side of a pasteboard box
will answer the purpose. Next, make a careful tracing of the drawing
und transfer it to the paper or bristol board on which the pen work is to
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be done. indicate , lightly , the broad masses of shadow and proceed to
finish with pen and ink. Try to obtain as nearly as possible the same
effects as in the pencil sketch .
Your pen drawing will very likely not have the same smooth effect
as in the sketch , but the drawing should compensate in vigor and strong
contrast what it loses in delicacy of texture .
For professional services a " silver print” is frequently used when
drawing from a finished pencil or brush sketch or from a photograph.
A “ silver print” is a photograph (usually enlarged ) from the copy on
" salted ” cartridge paper, so prepared that after it is drawn on with pen
and ink it (the photograph ) can be bleachröd out, leaving only the white
paper with the pen and ink lines thereon . The drawing , when touched
up , is then ready for the engravers ,
The silver print, although used a great deal, is not productive ofthe
most satisfactory results, inasmuch as the result is frequently harsh and
mechanical. But where there is much detail in a copy and the redraw
ing of the same would , if done by hand , entail an unusually long time,
the " silver print is invaluable .
The " silver print” drawing is most artistic when the " print" isused
only as a guide for outlining . In this case it is customary to use a blue
pencil for outline-guide and then bleach the print. Blue pencilmarks,
if not very heavy ,will not photograph and do not need erasing. If &
black pencil were used the bleaching process would render the lines im .
pervious to the rubber (semi-indellible ) and the resultwould be a ragged
effect where the pen lines were superimposed ,
I advise my students to depend very little on mechanicalaidssuch as
" silver prints” until they are professionally in the field and the matter
oftime becomes a question of monetary value. Until then it is much
better to depend on one's own skill in enlarging and copying or for such
work, depending for aid on a sheet of tracing paperwhere an exact copy
ofthe same size is required . If a different size from the originalis demuito
the method of enlarging asshown in the second lesson of my
able,
courseuse
.

Figure 3 shows a drawing made by means ofa “ silver print” and fire
ished with spatter work to produce a semi-silhouette effect.

Figure 4 shows the method of using the spatter work shield to pro
duce a background for a head or other single object drawing .
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Lesson

Nineteen

This lesson is practically a continuation of the two last lessons,inas
luch as it treats also of the value of the pencil sketch as a guide for
finished pen work ,
In the previous examples, broad masses ruled.
The examples shown in Figures 1 and 2 in this lesson lend them
selves to a class of pen drawing that is increasing in popularity with
editors, publishers and business men generally,who require illustrations
for their advertising matter .
The style, manipulation and technique are attractive, neat and ar
tistic . To make a successful drawing in ink along this line it is necessa
ry to make two drawings in pencil. One in pencil on a rather rough
surfaced drawing paper as shown in Figure 1. The other is copied from
the same on a sheet of paper or bristol board suitable for pen work in
conjunction with crayon ; but I do not advise this method of drawing
until the student has had actual experience in work for publication. It
is much better that the work be continued for some time with the pen
alone as the principalmedium for reproductive work .

Then,when you
minor tones,make a
important tones and
black and white to
prevail .

have completed the main detail and some of the
stencil (as shown in Lesson 21)and spatter themore
shadows. After this put in some sparkling bits of
give brilliancy and relieve any flatness that may

Try to avoid,especially in the sky or other places where a flat tinit
is desired , black spots such as you may observe in the reproduction in
Figure 2. They are the result of too pliable bristles in the toothbrush.
briskly scrapes the comb across the brush . The scraping must be done
very gently except where intensely black tones are required.
Neither Figures 1 or 2 would produce well in ordinary newspapers .
The engravings are too fine .
newspa
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detail is greatly simplified and tones avoided almost altogether .
It is thebest of practice to make a very simple drawing in outline 01
almost any drawing — see in how few lines you can accomplish nearly the
effects of a more finished and finer-toned drawing
As you proceed with your work you will find that simpli
city is much
more difficult than complexity .

--

To proceed : On the second drawing in pencil,work out tone schemes
just as nearly approximating the pencil work as possible. There is noth; 1
ing that is better for practice than reproducing faithfully with pen and
ink a drawing that you have previously drawn with pencil.
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To draw well with few lines is usually the most difficult for even the
most experienced . There is a growing tendency to keep on finishing up
a drawing — the result, very often , of a desire to improve,
The beginner, when he accomplishes a drawing with a few lines, is
usually satisfied and stops. The student with more experience scans his
drawing, sees that something is lacking and keeps on touching up here ,
adding a bit there, Sometimes this process results in improvement
more often it spoils a drawing,
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More than once, when I intended to put in a lot more work on a
drawing, someone glancing over my shoulder has commented favorably
on the drawing, supposing it was finished , or nearly so. “ Does it look
completed ?” I would ask . If an affirmative answer was given I gener
ally stopped, feeling that further endeavor towards completion might
be fatal to the drawing — for there is nothing I detest more (in my own
work at least) than the super finished drawing ,
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Lesson

Twenty

Not alone is a preliminary pencil drawing valuable as a guide for pen
and brush work, but certain effects can be more quickly obtained with
the addition of a soft piece of India rubber than by any other medium .
India rubber, in the minds of many, is simply an eraser - an imple
ment for the correction of errors and nothing else . In my experience it
ismuch more. It can be manipuł ted so as to soften and lighten the
effects of the pencil.
It was at my suggestion many years ago that a New York manufac
turer of artists' materials placed a rubber " stump” on the market. It
proved popular . It has since become a standard article in the artists ?
material line. A French manufacturer is also making rubber " stumps”
and they are imported in considerable numbers to this country .
The stump, in artistic phraseology, as a rubbing instrument shaped
something like a cigar,composed of paper or chamois skin , closely rolled
and then pointed , and also of soft rubber, conforming to the shape men
tioned. It is principally used for toning the lights and shades of crayon
or charcoal drawings, and sometimes for softening or broadening the
lines of pencil drawings. It is also used for applying solid tints with
powdered colors in pastel work ,
The stump should be used very sparingly in pencil work . It is alto
gether too labor-saving , its use often spoiling the effect of an otherwise
meritorious drawing . For a very broad , flat tint, it is to be recommended .
The use of the rubber in conjunction with shields or stencils pro
duces some remarkable results .
I advise you to cut out of sheets of stiff, heavy bond paper shapes
something like those in Figure 5. The paper used for pen exercises is
adapted to the purpose .
The tinted part in the figures represent the parts to be cut. Theslit,
lozenge,elipse and triangular openings are particularly valuable. The
first should be about 3x7 inches. It is especially useful for erasing a sin
gle lineor a line of lettering without disturbing other points of the draw
ing. The lozenge and triangles are for erasing single objects , such as an
eye or an ear in the drawing of a face . Frequently, if you attempt to
make such a correction without a protecting shield , the surrounding
lines will be smudged ,
The circular and zigzag openings shown in Figure 5 are required to
produce the light effects in Figure 2, the second of the moonlight pic
tures, and for Figure 3, in which the moon -halo effect is depicted.
The zigzag openings produce the moonglade (the silver track or re
flectionsmade by moonlight on the water.)
Figure 1 shows the pencil drawing before the stencilled light effects
have been made with soft rubber .
In making a drawing of this sort, lay out your drawing as in Figure
1,without any reference to the moon, high lights, etc. Then carefully
place your stencil in and carefully erase the pencil lines. Don't rub so
briskly or so hard as to tear the edges of the stencils ,
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To produce the moon -halo , take a large size stencil and on ly partial
ly erase the surface . Before removing the stencil, mark with a dot the
central point of the circle. Then place the smaller circular stencil and
completely erase the moon. Thin clouds crossing the moon may then be
made with light pencil lines. The shadowed surface of the moon may
also be indicated. Stencils with irregular dots, slits, etc., may be made
to produce the effects shown in Figure 4 .
The effects thus produced are generally much better than could be
obtained by any other means of removing the pencil lines, or by placing
the high lights by means of Chinese white applied with a brash .
If you want to make an especially careful and effective drawing of
the kind described in this lesson , take a subject like the woman's head in
the last lesson , Lay out the drawing in the flat tints with outlines light
ly defined . Then make a mask of vegetable tracing paper, Outline on
the latter the parts that are to appear in white, or nearly white. Then
with a sharp knife cut out the places that are thus pencilled — being care
ful, however, to have the intervening spaces sufficient to hold the stencil
well together . Pin the outer edges of the tracing paper over the edges
of the drawing paper and carefully erase the space to be lightened . Pro
tect the tracing paper from tearing by erasing only a small space at a
time. This may be be done by holding the stencil firmly with thethumb
and fingers of the left hand ,keeping only a space of about three inches
between them in which to rub. Considerable care will have to betaken
to keep the stencil from tearing ,but the result will be worth the trouble.
In Figure 4 the reflections ofthe towers and trees are produced by
making a mask of the tower, etc., placing it upside down and partially
erasing the reflection of the sky, leaving the reflection of the tower ,etc.,
clearly defined ,
Any onewho has ever cut out paper flowers , figures or dollswillfind
it easy to make very excellent masks for stencil work . Scissors may be
Ised for all regular figures and openings — in that case cut at fold as
shown in the diagram .
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Lesson

Twenty -One

Some difficulty will attend the study of the subject of this lesson
“ Perspective ."
First : because it is perhaps the most dry and least interesting of any
subject taught along the lines of illustrative art .
Secondly : It will be impossible , in any short treatise, to more than
skim along the surface, to more than lay bare the outer layer of the se
crets of this peculiarly exact science.
To secure anything more than a superficial knowledge of perspec
tive would entail the study of several volumes appertaining thereto , to
gether with an apparently interminable array of rules and diagrams, the
latter covered with perplexing tangles of dotted lines, projections and
angles. Even the simplest hand-books on perspective confuse the begin .
ner with seeming most formidable and complex detail.
Yet, some knowledge of perspective is absolutely necessary to the ar
tist who wishes to proceed beyond the narrowest margin of figure work .
Beneath all the seeming perplexity , however, is the simplicity of
principle .
To the student of mechanical drawing for strictly architectural pur
poses, the study of perspective becomes a mechanical science which we
need not necessarily enter into while following the line of ordinary pic
ture-making. At the same time at least a limited knowledge of the prin
ciples of perspective is absolutely indispensable to everyone who intends
to go to nature for his subjects . You may no more be able to make a
good picture without some knowledge of perspective than you could
write a story without a smattering of the rudiments of grammar .
The four important points of perspective are :
First - The point of sight.
Second – The horizontal line.
Third - The vanishing point.
Fourth - The point of station .
The last named is determined by the supposed or real distance of the
artist or spectator from the picture or landscape.
The point of sight is that spot which the spectator sees when he
looks straight before him.
The horizon line is a line parallel with the top and bottom of the
picture drawn through the point of sight. The point of sight determines
the distance between top and bottom at which the horizon line is drawn .
If the point of sight is low, the horizon line will be low. If the point of
sight is high , the horizon line will be correspondingly high .
All actual horizontal lines receding from the spectator ( not parallel
from right to left ) above the horizon line incline toward it. Every reoed
ing line of the same kind that is below will run up to the horizon line.
The vanishing points (with few exceptions) lie on horizon lines and
are independent of the point of sight. All horizontal lines in angular
perspective (of which more anon ) converge to the vanishing points.
The point of sight becomes a vanishing point for all lines (to the
right and left of the spectator ) that are at right angles to the upper
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and lower borders of the parellogram containing the picture. These
lines are in parallel perspective. A large box open at one end is in par
allel perspective if the opening is parallel with your body as you face it,
while the lines of the sides , top and bottom recede directly from you.
In the latter case the point of sight becomes the vanishing point, for
all the straight lines receding from the sight converge on this point.
But the nearest and furthest lines of the top and bottom of the box being
both in reality and in the drawing parallel, must be so drawn. These
lines, however far they may be extended, would never meet. All lines
that recede from you would seem to meet if continued sufficiently,
There can be but one point of sight in a picture. There can be sey
eral vanishing points.
The area of a picture should never exceed that which the eye can see
without moving the head. This area is comprised generally within an
angle of sixty degrees, or one - sixth of everything the artist could see if
he turned completely around, as he would in order to sketch a panoramic
view (which is almost never necessary or desirable).
If you now turned the big box around so that you saw the one side
and closed end, which we may now consider as a side, the laws of angu
lar perspective must be employed . Each side will require a vanishing
point somewhere on the line of horizon . Each vanishing point is now
determined by the point of station , which is somewhere in front of the
landscape or picture. The distance of the spectator should be some
where at a distance less than the front of the scene to be enclosed in the
picture : that is to say, if the front line of the scene to appear in the pic
ture was a hundred feet wide , the spectator (or artist ) should not be sta
tioned more than one hundreed feet from the nearest object that appears
in the picture. The artist may be stationed much nearer, however,
The point of station may be determined by having located both of
the vanishing points, or one vanishing point may be determined, which,
together with the point of station , will determine the other vanishing
point.
One thing should be always kept in mind in connection with the yan
ishing points and the station point, namely : two lines drawn from each
of the vanishing points to the point of station should invariably form
a right angle ; that is, two of the four lines that would describe a perfect
square .
One of the most valuable rules in perspective is that by which we
determine the relative widths and distances of a series of posts, windows,
tiles or other objects in perspective. In Figure 4 this is clearly shown .
" A ” represents the first rectangle which gives the dimensions in per
spective of what for convenience sake we will call posts . To obtain the
points for the succeeding posts draw a line (C) half -way down from the
first post to the vanishing point. Then draw parallel lines from BB to
two points selected, as CC. These lines, continued, show the width of
post, DD. After that, lines carried from the top of each succeeding post
through the center line will give the distances between the moredistant
posts and also the intervening distances. The intersection of the lines
drawn from (for instance) BB at Cơ gives width of second post, and at
DD shows the width of the third post - and so on until the vanishing point
is reached .
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To draw the squares of a tiled pavement or marble floor, place the
diagram on its side and you will see how this is effected . Additional
lines should then be carried from the other ends of the posts” to theop
posite ends from those previously desoribed, Thus : a line carried from
the bottom of the nearest end ofpost A would strike the nearest end of
post DD. When these lines are finished they may becomethe outlines of
the tiles themselves, and the lines that are at right angles or parallel
with the plane of the picture (according to the way in which the diagram
is placed ) may be erased . They have become guide lines instead of the
dotted lines which in the present diagramsare the guide lines.
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If you have given your attention to the minor rules in prospective
thatwere shown in the last lesson , you will probably have gained suffi
cient knowledge to permit you to make such pictures as are necessary
formost ofthe purposes of the modern illustrator.
However, I feel that it will not be amiss to devote a few more words
to the subject.
If you stand looking down a long, straight, level street, tho houses
seem to come together in the distance — the vanishing point. If you look
down a long, straight line of railway , the rails and telegraph poles ap
pear tomeetat the vanishing point. If you are looking at a procession
ofmen marching in a straight line atright angles (or nearly so ) with the
lineof your point of sight, they appear to decrease untilthe last man in
the line is almostor entirely indistinguishable. The last man is at the
vanishing point, at least he is for our purposes , So it is in a minor de
gres when only a few people take part in the composition you are
working on .
The word " horizon ” is used to denote where the earth apparently
meets the sky, but this is not intended to be taken literally , for you
might bemaking a drawing of a scene in a coal mine where, not alone
Would you be unable to see the sky, but, you would be far below the level
ofthe earth . In such a case the " horizon” would be on a line level and
opposite your station point ; that is to say, at a line opposite and level
with your eye, no matter where you happen to stard . If you were sitting
down instead of standing, your horizon would be lower than if you were
making a sketch in a standing position .
Whenever you are making a drawing , even if you do not place exact
guide lines to aid you in producing a picture in proper perspective, ro
memberthis
principle - all lines receding from the eye apparently come
together ;
all receding lines above the horizon descend to the horizon , and
all lines below the horizon ascend to it .
When drawing a single standing figure, a good general plan is to place
the horizon about even with the shoulders.
A good general rule,in order to retain proportionswhen drawing fig
ures that appear in the background , is to block out a figure in the near
foreground and then run lines to the proper vanishing points from that
figure, and then place the background figure between the lines. This is
especially a good plan when drawing only a few figures in which the sur
roundings are only faintly indicated, if at all. All figures on a horizontal
line with each other should be, approximately, of the same height. A
child's head ,of course, would be lower than an adults, but his feet would
be on the same level.
In Figure 1 the value of perspective lines are shown, although, like
the figures themselves, they are distorted and aid in producing a gro
tesque effect . The dotted lines, it is almost unnecessary to say,are not
part of the picture, but are guide lines only. An effect of extremedis
tance is shown that would not be apparent if the figures were not drawn

the figures on a more even plane, which would detract from the general
effect of action and distance .
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It is not absolutely necessary , in a picture made for ordinary pur
poses , that the perspective lines should be mechanically exact. Take Fig.
ure 2 as an example. The original drawing was about 24 inches in length
and the drawing board no wider . It was inconvenient, to say the least, to
establish exact vanishing points, especially at the right hand, so I marked
them off in my mind's eye at a distance that I judged was about right
and took a chance — the chance that no one was going to lay out the prop
er lines and prove where my drawing was wanting in accurate perspec
tive. It was one of a number of drawings that I made for a special edition
of the Chicago Herald published in 1892, but dated A. D. 1992 — a hundred
years hence , and so I wasn't as particular as I might have been . There
was a whole century in which to correct little errors of this sort. Now,
if you will take a straight edge and carry out the perspective lines you
will see there are more than two vanishing points and that all do not
meet at the horizon . For practice, redraw this picture and cause the
lines of the buildings to conform to their proper inclinations.
There are more errors in Figure 3, which was also one of the illustra
tions of the “ 1992” edition of the Herald , but only the trained eye would
observe them, and the eye of the ordinary newspaper reader or editor
either, for that matter, is not generally overtrained in the direction of
accuracy in perspective - for which fact many a popular illustrator has
reason to be devoutly thankful.
The student shoud avoid placing the horizon line too high. This is a
common error with inexperienced draftsman . If the horizon line is too
high in ordinary, everyday scenes the effect will be produced of the artist
sitting on a lamp-post for a sketching -stool. And frequently, by having
the horizon line too near the top of the picture, the figures and other ob
jects will seem to be the side of a hill, Remember that the horizon is on
a level with your eye, therefore keep your horizon line comparatively low .
Oommon sense must be the guide of a student who cannot avail him
self of means for the thorough study of perspective. Many really great
artists have not given the study of this science prolonged attention and
are unfamilar with more than the simplest rules of perspective. It is
parallel with many noted writers who have acknowledged that beyondthe
mere parts ofspeech , the rules as they are generally considered were un
known quantities to them . They could write clearly and express their
thoughts, just as an artist may vividly express his thoughts in pictures
that are wanting in perspective exactitude.
The term “ foreshortening” is applied to mean a certain aspect of per
spective that may be best studied by observation . The variations of fore
shortening are so great that no definite or con
rules can be given .
The relation of the various parts to each other as mirrored on the eye
of the artist can be best studied by actual practice . When you sight
along a gun you are seeing the barrel foreshortened, therefore, foreshort
ening can well be understood as looking along an object and drawing it
from that point of view irrespective of the dimensions as you know them.
A good line of practice in foreshortening is gained by drawing your own
A
left hand with the fingers projeeted from and also towards the eye.
mirror placed opposite the hand will also afford an excellent opportu
nity for drawing the foreshortened hand.
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Lesson

Twenty - Three

The power capabilities of the animal man are determined by the
skeleton, which, being hard and solid, is sufficient for all powers of sus
tention and retention . As you are already aware, the skeleton is com

posed of a combination of two hundred bones, only a few of which are of
much interest to the art student engaged in anything less than the
very highest and most advanced class of art work .
The nomenclature of the various bones have not, with comparatively
few exceptions, been reduced to every day English, and it would be use
less to enumerate , in the brief space allotted to the subject, more than
the most interesting .
· In order to give the more essential points for a limited study , and to
bring the same within the grasp of the student, it is not necessary to
touch upon more than a few technical points,
The osseous or bony structure is first overspread with a tough cov
ering called periostum , and on these are placed the various layers of
muscles, enclosed in thin sheaths with the various semitendonous por
tions. The framework of man is his skeleton , Just as the framework of
a house determines, with its beams and timbers, the size, substantiality
and capabilities of the edifice, so does the framework of man indicate his
power for sustension and retention by the portioning of the various bones
that comprise the framework for his living being. Only the slightest
description of the two hundred bones that comprise the human skeleton
would more than fill the space required for the entire subject.
Let us consider the structure in its principal divisions of trunk and
extremeties .
The structure of the skeleton itself is simply divided into the trunk
and extremities. The trunk is composed of the head , the thorax or ribs,
with the sternum or breast-bone, the bones of the hips and the great ver
tebral column or back -bone , The extremities are the arms, with wrists
and hands, and the legs, with the ankles and feet.
The bones of the head are divided into the cranium and the face ,
Besides the bones themselves are the muscles, which bring into play
all the action of the human body, as seen in pictures.
It will be impossible to go into detail, as to the extent, name or num
ber of the various muscles of the body. Their names alone would stagger
the nonprofessional reader. The study of the proportions of the human
body, while not strictly within the scope of artistic anatomy, is much
more valuable than the knowledge of the terms and uses of the various
bones and muscles .
Therefore, the following rules as to proportions may be studied and
memorized to the greatest possible advantage. Generally speaking, for
all human beings are not proportioned alike, the figure of man may for
our purposes be divided into four parts as to height. The main division
is in the heighth, The half occurs at the lower part of the hips. The up
per part is again divided at the base of the pectoral muscle, or just under
the armpits. The lower half is divided at a line across the knees, thus
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making four parts vertically. The head is about a seventh of the entire
figure in reality . The head, again , may be divided into four parts. .
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The arms extended give from tip to tip the same distance as the
heighth of the figure. When at the side the tips of the fingers extend
about half way down the upper or thigh bone of the leg.
Proportions of the human body change in fact through the individual
and racial variations in humans, and in appearance through changes
made by circumstances dependent on the laws of perspective, the fore
shortening and bending of the body and other conditions. By observa
tion and practice alone can these details be studied and the entailed
difficulties overcome.
In classic distribution of the parts of the male human body the fol
lowing proportions will be found used. It should be noted that the
number of heads of the female to the body are legs — as seven and a half
heads to eight heads in the male .
The " eight head” proportion is the most convenient form of meas
urement, but it is generally wise to make the head somewhat larger, af
ter you have proportioned the rest of the body on the " eight head" plan.
As a matter of fact, while " eight heads” are frequently found in classic
statues, the modern human being has proportionately a much larger head.
Many ofthe parts of the human figure that are of particular import
ance to the illustrator are for his purpose divisible into three parts.
Among these may be mentioned the eye which, as seen by the dotted
lines in Fig.1 , is in three divisions. The nose and ear may be divided the
same way in order to assist in giving proper proportions. The joints of
the fingers can be measured similarly. These measurements are not ab
solute, but only comparative, and need not be observed with mechanical
accuracy .
The head, as seen at the right in Fig . 2, is more conveniently divided
into four parts.
In drawing the head , whether in profile or three -quarter view , avoid

making the facial line tooupright. There can be no rigid rule regarding
this or any other part of the human figure on account of the variance in
different persons. The degree of difference is even greater if we consid
er racialchanges.
A common error is in making the features too small for the face.
Sometimes , however, especially in respect to the eyes, the error is pro
portionately in the opposite direction ,
In drawing the normal eye place the papil slightly under the upper
lid. Don't make mouth toosmall, nor the space from the eyebrows to
the top of the head too small. Make the back part of the top of the head
high enough forthe front. Avoidmaking goose-necks on your women
and bull-necks on your men and children. The heads of the latter are,
of course, larger in proportion to their bodies than those of adults.
Don't make the arms hang too low or too long, unless you are mak
ing a caricature in which you desire to produce an ape- like effect. Re
member that in a correctly proportioned human being the arms, when

LESSON
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extended-chest included—will measure from one extremity to the other ,
mento the the same as from thetop of the head to the sole of the foot.
foL**
Don't be surprised to find that when the arm is bent the measure
ditory ment of the hand from the setting on of the wrist seems almost as long
e finger as the forearm . It is worth your while to make the experiment.
When drawing a draped or clothed figure draw, in faint lines, the
figure itself through the clothes. Afterward erase the faint lines , which
gabteie are guide lines only. If you do this you will be surprised to see how
hropic much more life -like your figures will appear. This method will be of
especial assistance in getting the feet in the right place and in the right
rective direction.
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DD

WW

A - Os frontis - the frontal bone.
A - The protuberances formed by the frontal
sinuses.
W
B-Os parietale.
C - Os temporum ,
D-Ossa maxillaria superiora - bones of the
upper jaw,
E-Maxilla inferior - the lower jaw .
VW
F-The seven vertebræ of the neck .
G-The vertebral column .
H-The seven true and five false ribs.
1 -Os sacrum .
x JY
K-Os ilium.
L-- Os pubis.
M - Os ischium.
N - Sternum - breast bone.
0 - Clavicula - collar bone.
P - Scapula - shoulder blade.
Q
- Humerus or brachium-upper arm bone.
BB
R - Radius.
S – Ulna.
T - Bones of the carpus - wrist bones.
V-Bones of the metacarpus.
U-Bones of the fingers.
W - Femur - thigh bone.
WW -- The patella.
X - Tibia .
Y-Fibula.
Z - Bones of the tarsus.
AA-Bones of the metatarsus.
BB - Bones of the toes.
CC-Os calcis, or bone of the heel,
DD - Trochanter Major,

Lesson

Twenty -Four

Norrect delineation of animals involves as much study and attention
as what of the human figure. The artist who would devote himself to this
interesting study may find in its pursuit enough difficulty to overcome
to prevent him from obtaining unusual excellence in any other branch
of art. As a compensation he will find, on account of the scarcity of ar
tists who make animals their specialty , a comparativo monopoly in his
line of work.
To such students, who merely wish to use animals as accessories to
their pictures, a superficial knowledge of the subject will be sufficient and
there will be no absolute necessity for them to enter very deeply into the
subject. It is not well, however, to content one's self with the idea that
nothing more is required than to produce a semblance of the animal and
leave the spectator free to classify it entirely according to his own no
tion .
Life is too short to allow time for one to achieve excellence in every
thing and I know of no other single study that involves so much labor for
those who would become proficient as in the portrayal of animal life. But
those entirely lacking knowledge in this deparment of art would , how
ever, naturally be obliged to indicate, by merest suggestion , the animals
introduced even as accessories into their pictures ; perhaps, by merely
hinting at the forms desired.
The mere suggestion of the shape of the animal is a makeshift process
frequently adopted , but seldom, if ever, satisfactory. The student desir
ing to equip himselfas a specialist in animal drawing , should go to nature
and with all thoroughness possible, acquaint himself with the distinctions
and peculiarities of the animals that come under his own observation . He
should also frequently copy the photographs of animals, and illustrations
made by those who are masters of animal drawing and painting.
The special talent to draw or paint animals seems to be innate and
seldom acquired.
I once knew an artist who , when he wanted to introduce an animal in
to a picture, shoved it as far as possible into the background. " I know
nothing about animal drawing,” he said, “ but if I want to show that it is
an animal, I make an egg shaped object ; put two legs on the front and
two behind and a head at the small end of the egg. This will do for most
animals but I reverse the case if it is a dog. In this case I put the head
on the big end of the egg to show that it is a dog and not a cow. For a
cow I add horns and a long tail with an almond -shaped tuft at the end of
it.”
Seriously, there is one thing to remember in drawing quadrupeds, and
that is that their movement in walking is to lift up at the same time one
of thefore legs and one of the hind legs of the opposite side. That is, the
right fore leg and theleft hind leg will be lifted at the same time. * If you
make two drawings, one of a dog with both of his right legs apparently
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in motion, and another showing his left fore leg moving conjointly with
the right hind leg, you will at once see which appears the most natural
and lifelike,
This is a point on which even the most experienced artists often make
mistakes and have to stop and carefully consider as to which leg to put
in motion and which to leave at rest. There are, however, some few ex
ceptions to this rule ; for instance, the camel moves two legs on the same
side together in walking, so if you are drawing a camel that is running,
see that the two legs on each side have tho effect of moving simultaneous
ly. This may give the camel an awkward gait and a somewhat tired ap
pearance but that is the camel's fault, not yours.
Nature, which generally knows what it is about, must bear the re
sponsibility of such peculiarities and there is no use in getting up an ar
gument with Nature.
The drawing of comic fish is a field open to the illustrator of humor
ous and grotesque subjects : a field that has not been overcrowded. I
think it well, therefore, to give with this lesson a few ideas along that
direction that may be profitably elaborated and taken up as a special
study for such of my students as have a natural bent in that direction .
The demand for this sort of work is so much on the increase that the
study of grotesque animal life may well receive encouragement.
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Lesson

Twenty - Five

The present age of commercial art is particularly notable for the in
troduction of figure and landscape drawing into designs for advertising
purposes. There are few ornamental designers whose specialties are
book -covers,poster designs and advertising illustrations,who are not re
quired to have someknowledge of figures or landscapes. These are in
terwoven with the lettering that announce the wares advertised .
The beginning or principal design may be a graceful figure of a wo
man , the gown sweeping beyond all natural proportions down the entire
length of poster or book - cover design . Now and then some picturesque
figuremay be taken at random , and from it extended a Romanesque or
Arabesque border coiling up into an initial. Or a flower may be conven
tionalized budding out into quaint ornamental curves to form a semi
frame- like design ,
This modernization in the way of design deser
great attention , It
should be thoroughly studied , as the field for this sort of work is largely
increasing . Good taste is required even beyond a detailed knowledge of
the principles of ornament. A firm , and yet extremely delicate style is
of great importance and should be acquired if possible .
A design rich in delightfully grotesque conceits is frequently accept
ed to the exclusion of more meritorious work , speaking strictly from an
artistic standpoint. The man ofbusiness is more apt to select a design
for its uniqueness than for the accuracy of its component parts .
In work ofan ornamental character it is better to devote oneself to
ciear outlines and solid spaces ,rather to introduce a multiplicity oftones.
Originality and a variety of treatment is the best stock in trade for the
artist dealing in modern ornamentation , a line of work which comprises
almost the entire line of advertising of a high class. The realistic and
the decorative are closely wedded in the illustrations that embellish the
modern pictorial advertisement ,
To an extent we are harking back the centuries in adopting this plan
ofwork , for the illuminators of the middle ages were prone to combine,
as do the sculptors of architectural ornamentation , and the fresco paint
ers of today , figures of humans and animals into their florid decorations.
But such work is generally along rather limited lines and offer little
scope for real imagination .
In the vellum and parchment books , now seldom to be found except
in the great libraries of the world , the illuminators introduced a consid
erable variety ofstrange figures, birds and animals into the highly colored
borderings and initials that made books so expensive in days of yore.
Beautifully colored birds, flowers and tendrils predominated in many de
signs — in fact, anything thatmight please the artist or his patron . The
styles of each country differed , but that most in vogue was the Italian
with its highly ornamented stems, with buds, vases and flowers upon
them . Miniatures, in many cases, in medallions suspended from the
stems or formed part of the construction of the borders. The latter
were often formed ofmassive scrolls of acanthus leaves in azure, crimson
and green . The designs of Rafael were frequently imitated .
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In Spain , from whence we get the ever popular Arabesques, the art
was partly like the Italian , but tinged with Oriental gorgeousness of taste,
for some of the oldest ornamentation known has descended from the
Asiatics.
We have not changed much in our initialed books and magazines of
to -day from the volumes that were in the homes of our forefathers. Ini
tials then were often painted into blank spaces left by the printer, some
times on shields or elegantly shaped cushions, or medallions, or escutch
eons of richest color, overwrought as in the MSS . with flowing patterns
in deeper color or gold .
In all late styles the initials are somewhat similar.
One condition of beauty in design consists in the mixture of straight
and curved lines . The Greek border, which is composed entirely of
straight lines, will in time weary the eye. The Arabesque never becomes
tiresome. But a combination of the elements in both will give a newness
that will be found the most pleasing . The Greek border represents the
acme of unity in design . The Arabesque stands for variety. Add vari
ty to unity and we produce the best possible results .
A new design may be made by combination of two or more forms.
To invent a new form is to accomplish something very rare indeed.
A beautiful vase, which owes its beauty only to form , the varied parts of
which are combined in a fine unity, is more rarely met with than a beau
tiful type. A new form is rarer than an original statue.
The more simple the composition , especially in ornamental design,
the more difficult it is to create , The Greeks made thousands of statues.
They invented only three capitals for pillars !
Practice any or all of the leaf forms in the large illustration accom
panying this lesson. Then arrange them by repetition in various con
ventional designs such as borders, trefoils, quatrefoils and other clusters.
Three leaves in a group form a trefoil ; four a quatrefoil.
In ornamental design repetition is justly considered as one of the
principies of ornamentation . The most commonplace form being re
peated and formed into a continuous series produces an agreeable effect.
A leaf being repeated becomes conventionalized into a design which de
rives its value from repetition .
: After having made several designs by means of simple repetition ,
practice alternation in addition to repetition . Repetition may be simple
as just described , or it may be alternating, when for example, the spaces
between the leaves of ivy in a border are filled with leaves of another
kind, elongated, for instance, the pointed form of which produces elong
ation. Or alternation may be produced by placing a geometrical figure
between each leaf. The chief rule of alternation is that the alternating
parts must vary in volume and in extent as well as in form and design.
In other words, the two or more forms used in alternation should be un
equal, and though forming a symetrical entirety, should not offend the
eye by a sense of sameness .
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Lesson

Twenty - Six

Greek and Roman ornamenters , in their designs, resourced only to
repetition and alternation .
To repetition and alternation themoderns have added intersection
which means relieving repetition and alternation at intervals with an ad
ditional form or group of forms, and then continuing as before.
Complication is a term used in ornamentation which differs some
what from the accepted meaning. It is here used to distinguish the
results produced from the contact interlacing and intervining of the dif
ferentmembers or formscomprising the whole.
Confusion is another element that has & valued place in ornamental
design , Confusion itself, the synonym of disorder, when it is an effect of
art is usefully employed in giving, by contrast , harmony to the general
composition . The ornamentist in employing confusion gains the aid of
every possible object whose curves or symetrical lines appeal to his eye.
He will thus group in one design themost incongruous figures, all of
which give zest and life to otherwise mechanical production .
In architecture is this particularly observable . We, for instance, fre
quently see the regular ribs of a Gothic vault terminate in a bass com
posed of irregular and confused foliage.
Confusion in designing ornament is the artist's license. The sculptor
requires confusion's aid when he fills his pedestals , niches , etc., with or
naments imitated , at random , it would almost seem , from the vegetable
and animal world ,
Rythm , cadence, harmony are present in thebest examples of the art
ornamental. In some of the most classic and notable friezes painted by
the great masters, we find certain figures in succession like measures of
& melody . The admirable arrangementof consecutive elaborations arouse
our sense of the beautiful, even unwittingly. The regularity of their
periodicalmovements, the proportions of their intervals, theaccuracy of
the time, the perfect harmony of the concerting parts, the union of the
varied members and isolated forms are as studied and precise in their
calculation as the symphony of a great composer .
Equilibrium and stability ,more commonplace in their aspects though
theymay seem , play important parts. They are of thelaws of beauty and
durability in ornament. Solidity is a principle ofart ; strenghth does not
exclude elegance ,
When drawing a design in which the design is duplicated on either
side, sketch one side and then make a tracing with a soft pencil. Reverse
the tracing and with the thumb nail or stylus rub briskly on the side op
posite to the traced design . This will “ offset” the pencil marks and give
you the other side or half of the design . ' In making a frame-like design ,
make your corner pieces in this manner and join the corner designs with
appropriate borders . From the examples given you may select one of
the corner pieces. Draw half, first dividing the corner diagonally by fold
ing the tracing paper . On the tracing paper trace the otherhalf with the
pencil lines on the same side of the tracing paper . Then offset the de
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sign to the paper on which the completed design is to be made. Do this
at each corner . Then connect with the border.
To draw the border make a single section of the border -design and
repeat it, carefully connecting each segment.
When each “ repeat” is to be made frequently it will be necessary to
retrace (over the same lines) several times because a portion of the
graphite is transferred to the paper beneath each time you " offset" and
after a few " offsets ” each transfer will be more dim than the previous one.
Another good plan by which frequent transfers may be made, is to
take a soft pencil and carefully scrape the end of the pencil point over
a small sheet of thin firm paper. Then with the finger spread this even
ly over the required surface. Then ( with the surface next to the draw
ing paper) place the tracing over this and with a sharp , hard pencil trace
through, thus transferring the design .
Sometimes powdered indigo is used instead of tho pencil - dust- covered
paper. This paper may be preserved for subsequent use. A blue pencil
may be used instead of indigo .
In drawing the corners and borders, guide lines must be made, espe
cially parallel lines for the borders, so that the design will be even and
straight.
A good method of practice is to make tracings of various simple units
of ornamental design and weave them by repetition into various compo
sitions, varying the component parts according to judgment of the stu
dent. These tracings may all be preserved for use in other combinations
in future work of this sort.
The various geometrical borders shown in this lesson may be broken
or separated at will by interspersing floral units, such as leaves, or almost
any of the conventional forms shown in the illustrations in this and the
previous lesson .
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Lesson

Twenty -Seven

For ordinary purposes in placing lettering on drawings, show
cards, book -covers and poster work, block letters and the letters of
the Roman alphabet may be used. Modifications of these will give
variety and add character to the general design .
The Old English letters are more difficult than those in the
other alphabets, but they can be used to great advantage for initials
and a high class of poster, book - cover or advertising work .
Ornamental letters of almost any sort can be formed after a
general knowledge of the plainer letters has been acquired, for the
letters which form the various styles of plain letters comprise the
foundation for most of the ornamental alphabets . It is here that
the originality and inventive genius of the student finds full play and
is most severely tested .
Among the requpirements , it must never be forgotten , are neat
ness and finish . The lines should be straight and parallelism pre
served in the angfiular letters ; the curves should be graceful. Never
draw a line of lettering without at least demarking in light pencil
lines the parallel lines along which the letters should extend.
It is a general rule that when lettering takes up a major part
of the general design , it should occupy the central part and not be
at one side.
Italic and script lettering must be kept all to the same slope.
If the design is to be a large one, it is better to make a sketch
on a much smaller scale , and then make an enlargement therefrom .
Cauital letters should never be more than double the2 heighth
of the small or lower case letters. About a third more is a good
proportion .
In commencing to draw the alphabet in free-hand, it is better
for the learner to practice with simple fine-line letters. The ability
to letter well cannot be learned quickly, therefore at this stage of
the student's work , even more than at any other, there must be
continued practice .
Don't be disappointed or discouraged if failure
be met with at the commencement, for repeated practice will surely ,
if slowly , overcome all difficulties.
Some letters are much more difficult than others, such as the
S and the & ; but each succeeding effort will produce some improve
ment though the betterment may be impreceptible to the eye un
trained in this particular direction . As the practice continues the
work will improve in quality and the student will be able to cor
rect the imperfections, even if unable to precisely locate the errors.
Eventually there will be arrived at an ability to correct bad lines
with a precise and masterly touch . To surmount the somewhat
difficult task of forming in shapely and pleasing manner even the
simplest alphabet is an achievement of which the student may well
be proud .
Never draw a word of lettering without making guidelines
for at least the top and bottom lines. The more guide lines you
make the more even and accurate will be your work . The trouble
of making guide lines always pays for itself.
Don't
make part of your letters in the same word slanting and
vertical
others
.
Don't size
make more than one style of letters in
the same
.

a single line of
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Don't make your letters out of proportion to each other in the
matter of width .
Don't make the thickest lines in one letter thicker or thinner than
those in the others of the same value.
Don't make too many styles of letters in the same design; for
instance, don't put Old English text design right next to a line of
Roman, or blockletters.
E, F , H , I , L and T are formed of straight lines and at right
angles. With the exception of the I, they may be made the same
width. V, W and X are formed entirely of oblique lines, V and X
the same width .
A, K , M , N, Y and Z are formed by combined vertical, horizontal
and oblique lines. All may be the same width except M.
B, D, J, P, R and Ŭ are formed of combined straight and curved
lines, width of each the same.
C, G , O , Q and S are formed chiefly of curved lines, all the letters
the same width .
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Ornamental lettering is an essential feature which frequently over
shadows the main design of a poster, but, as a rule, it is advisable to
subordinate the lettering to the pictorial part of the design . At the same
time themore pleasing and graceful are the letters the better is the gen
eral effect of the entire composition . Rather more prominent in a poster
may be the ornamental detail,
The simplest human figure harmoniously entwined with and sur
rounded by a graceful ornamental design will often make a pleasing and
successful poster. It is necessary , however, to guard against an extrava
gant use of ornament. This is a fault unfortunately too common . The
examples given with this lesson I have selected as gems of simplicity in
their main construction . With the exception of the lower left-hand and
the upper right-hand examples they contain scarcely any conventional
formsofan ornamental nature.
Another thing to be remembered both in book -cover, poster and
show card designing is that there should be an absence of complexity,
and the style and quantity of the embellishment should not detract from
the legibility of the lettering or the prominence of the main figure or
scene introduced into the design, for if this occurs the result is to form a
confusion that, instead of pleasing, bewilders the eye of the observer.
It must be remembered that the important purpose of this class of
designs is to produce instant understanding on the part of the general
public and the general public is generally too busy to be analytical. The
design should be plain in its meaning to theaverageman and woman and
not to the discerning few . The pictorial element, the lettering and the
decorative accessories should combine to attract and to explain if possi
ble more than the mere announcement conveyed .
Into a poster or any other advertising design that is not given into
the hands of persons whose attention is to be attracted , never put any
detail so minute as to be indistinct or illegible at the ordinary distance
from which the design would be observed . Minuteness of detaildestroys
breadth and creates confusion ,
In making designs for posters, book-covers and general advertising
designs, whether in black and white or in colors, fewer graduations of
tones are used than in almost any other work . Frequently the silhouette
effect is predominant, while, here and there, the generalsameness of tone
may be relieved with a few shade or tone values, as on the “ Rochester
Post Express” example shown with this lesson . The “ Overland Month
ly ” is almost silhouette in its effect although considerable variety is
shown in the tones , aside from the main figure.
The drawing for “ The Elizabethean Sea Kings” is somewhat involved
in its construction , but the effect intended is unmistakable and the con
trasts strong with sharp , intense black and white effects modified by the
heavy parallel lines that indicate the sea .
The " Inland Printer ” design depends almost exclusively on the
elaborate ornamental feature that carries the main effect by the force of
the swirl that extends from border to border, and withal a marvelous
simplicity of scheme.
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LESSON TWENTY - EIGHT

In drawing posters and designs of that order, the best practice you
can have is to draw and redraw the same subject a number of times, re
taining the original features but with each successive drawing omitting
some complexity of line or detail that existed in the previous drawing .
A good plan also is to make a drawing in outline and then selecting por
tions of it and in the next drawing make the portions selected with white
lines on a black ground instead of black lines on a white ground. When
this is drawn in colors, the lines in white would be represented by some
light color, and the black by a dark color : thus, light yellow lines on a
chocolate -brown ground .
Another good plan , at times, is to make the pictorial part of the de
sign without reference to the lettering . Make the design simple without
unduly crowding the surface. Then with the Chinese white pick out the
letters, and, where they strike a light part of the design , heavily outline
the letters,
In outlining, make long sweeps, and not short, jerky lines. The
lines should , as a rule, be connected at the various points of contact.
Let the lines be heavier than in an ordinary drawing. Having completed
your drawing, hold it off for inspection at a greater distance than you
would an ordinary drawing, Little defects that appear on a close view
will seem to disappear, whereas much that in the latter case appears ad
mirable will, at a distance, seem blurred and inexpressive.
Simplicity is stronger at a distance : multiplicity of line and detail
proportionately weaker.
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Lesson

Twenty - Nine

From a high art standpoint, painting is the means of expressing re
alities — the forms and colors - of nature upon a smooth surface. This is
the highest conception of color work . But while painting is the loftiest
form of expression - Art par excellence — it is a field that the illustrator,
the cartoonist, the designer cannot expect to enter without devoting to
its shrine more years than the study we are now engaged in requires in
months.
Nevertheless, a knowledge of the principles of color is not alone de
sirable, but almost imperative.
Even when only coloring an outline sketch the artist should place
his pigments in such juxtaposition as to avoid an absolute want of har
mony, Chiaro ' scuro, the science of light and shade, which has for its
object not only to put forms in relief, but to convey the sentiment the
artist wishes to convey, is subject chiefly to the requirements of the laws
of natural truth ,
If there is affinity between chiaro 'scuro and sentiment, much more
is there between sentiment and color, since color is only the different
shades of chiaro ' scuro .
The painter having only ideas to express might depend on drawing
alone, for with outline and light and shade, which is common , every day
English for Chiaro Obscuro, he can put in relief the only figure that
thinks — the human figure, and all that depends on intelligent life, that is
to say, life in its relation to other lives ; but there are features of organic ,
of interior, and of individual life that cannot be manifested without col
or. How , for instance, without color, could one give in the expression of
a young girl that shade of trouble or sadness so well expressed by the
pallor of her brow, or the emotion of modesty that makes a blush
o'erspread ?
Here we recognize the power of color, and for its role there is no sub
stitute. But the frown , the angry glance of the eye, may be quite as well
portrayed by the skilled touch of the deft illustrator with black and
white. The scowl, the angry grimace, is tangible, organic . Color alone
can counterfeit vague, though mobile, sensation and sentiment.
Color, having fixed laws, is more readily learned than drawing, some
of whose absolute principles are sometimes impossible to impart. One
may be a born colorist, but one learns to draw .
The laws of color go back unnumbered ages, nor have they ever va
ried. Men have disputed the tenets of color, but have not altered its
laws.
Newton saw seven colors in the prism, one of which, indigo, he ar
bitrarily introduced to a poetical analogy with the seven notes ofmusic.
Yet indigo is only a shade of blue . Newton called the seven colors prim
itives (or primaries) —but in reality there are only three primitives (pri
mary colors )-red , yellow and blue. Besides indigo, Newton placed vio
let, green and orange, which being produced by combinations of the
three primitives, are secondary or binary colors.
Violet, orange and green are secondaries, because

LESSON TWENTY - NINE

Blue and red form violet (or purple ).
Red and yellow form orange.
Yellow and blue form green .
Each primary (or primitive) color is , respectively, complementary
to each of the three secondary colors in which it (the primary) is notrep
resented . Thus, blue is complementary to orange. Yellow is the com
plement to purple, and red to green . White and black , properly speak
ing, are not colors, but they may be considered as the extreme terms of
the chromatic scale ,
The inflexible law of complementary colors is—
Combine two primary colors , say, yellow and blue - result, secon
dary color, green , which , when placed near its complementary color,
red, reaches its maximum of intensity .
Combine yellow and red , the result is orange , which is intensified by
being placed in the neighborhood ofblue,
Combine red and blue - result, violet. Violet is heightened if near
yellow ,
Reciprocally , red beside green will seem redder . Yellow will appear
more yellow in proximity to violet, and blue the bluest when close to
orange .
Chevreul,the greatest and dryest authority on color, calls this form
of reciprocity “ the law of simultaneous contrast of color."
Yet, these same colors that heighten each other by juxtaposition de
stroy each other by mixture. Red and green (red's complementary)of
equal intensity , mixed in equal quantities, produce a mongrel, almost
colorless grey. Mix in the same manner blue andorange,or yellow and
orange . This destruction of colors is achromatism . Achromatism is also
produced by mixing the three primary colors, red , yellow and blue.
Again , if we mix two complementary colors in unequal proportions
we shall have a broken tone that will be a shade of grey. The general
predominated, however, by the color of
tone of the broken tone
which the most is used . will be
Practice with the law of complementary and you may attain wona
derful brilliancy of effect in allthe color work you undertake, from a cir
cus poster to a book cover .
No matter how slightly you use color, the
knowledge of harmony will be
made apparent by the result .
The great thing is to know how to tempor your harmony,or tomake
it striking by abruptly bringing together tints to suit the resultdesired.
Suppose it necessary to lower å vivid vermillion ; the artist versedin
the laws of color, instead of softening by soilng it or “ smudging” into it,
will lower its tone by the slight addition of blue, and thus retain a puri
ty of color texture .
Futhermoro, without even touching a color one can strengthen , sue
tain, lower and almost neutralize it by working upon its neighbor.
If we place closely together two similar colors in a pure stato, that is

as for instance ,dark red and light red , we shall obtain a contrast by the
difference of intensity and a harmony by the similitude of tints.
This may be moderated and modalated by bringing together two
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similars, one pure, the other broken ; for instance , pare blue, and, say &
grey blue. This will be a contrast moderated by resemblance, and a har
mony modulated by the degree to which the second blue is broken in its
purity ,
The effect ofblack and white on color must be noted . Acting as non
colors by themselves, ormixed as grey, they serve to rest the eye, to re
fresh it by moderating the dazzling brilliancy of the whole representa
tion .
Applied against a particular color, white heightens it, black lowers
it. Why ? Because a red , for instance , is less luminous (fact, though it
may sound wrong) the redder it is . If we place white near it, it becomes
less light by comparison , consequently redder. On the contrary , if we
place black beside the red , the latter will seem less red . That which a
color gains in light it loses in energy . If lightened to the extreme it
would vanish in white. If forced by concentration it would resolve it
self into black .
C.
There is a brilliant red used in glass painting . This substance is cin
nabar, an ore. In its natural state it is a deep, dull red . Broken and ac
han
quiring more surface and penetrated by the white ofthe light of day it
loses the dull color and, reduced to a fine powder , becomes a fine scarlet
-the vermillion of the color-maker .
One ofthe strange phenomena in nature is that a shadow thrown by
a colored object is tinged by the complementary of the object. Strong
sunlight, yellow in tinge, throws the most purple shadows, whereas, a
purple object casts a shadow in which can be discerned a tinge of yellow .
A red brick throws a shadow in which a vestige of green appears to the
eye.
The phenomena of color can be shown for the practical purposes of
the illustrator and designer in various ways.
It is more so, even , in handling the brush than any other instrument.
Don't peck with the brush . Draw good flowing strokes and as wet as
possible. Don't use a half-dry brush any more than you can help . Prac
tice using the side of the brush - practice this a great deal. For shading
with the brush practice first dipping the brush in clear water and then
dipping it in the darkened wash you have prepared on your slab . You
gettransparency that way . Avoid using Chinese white or any opaque
pigment in your early work , Never, when it can be avoided , put any
wash or color-tint over your finished outlines, except where you purpose
toweaken the line. It is better, by far, to let the light pencil outline,
which you have made merely for guiding purposes, remain . That is ,
make a very faint outline: then put on your color tones ; then if your
outline is to be in ink, ink them in last ofall. This gives a crispness that
can be obtained in no other way .
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Lesson

Thirty

You need never fear to draw with full, strong lines. Don't be afraid
that when you want to draw something fine you can't do it because you
have been accustomed to vigorous treatment. The reverse of this , how
ever , is true. If you have got into a way of finicking everything you
will find it very difficult to treat a subject broadly . A scene painter
would find it easy to make a minute landscape, whereas a miniature
painter who had confined himself to that sort of work , would have a har,
time before him to make even an ordinarily -sized picture. Dwarfed
handling is a defect that is frequently never quite overcome. Many , like
myself, who began drawing on wood direct for wood engravers, (before
photography was in general use for transferring the designs to boxwood )
found that it required long practice to overcome the impulse to draw
" small.” You can always work down to a narrow scale , but it is quite
another thing to " draw up.” The same is true in coloring. Use your
brush broadly and don't pick with it .
In coloring, a better result is frequently obtained by placing one col.
or over the other than by mixing beforehand. Thus, for instance, if
you wish to produce a green , place an area of yellow on the paper, and
over that throw (after the yellow is quite dry ) a tone ofblue and you get
a green of better value than you could possibly have secured by first
mixing - by the former slower method you obtain a high degree of trans
parency . Where one or the other of the primary colors happensto show
through you get little accidental effects obtained by no other process.
Try it and see how well it works.
Pastel painting is performed with pigments of different colors put on
dry ,and soft enough to be powdered under the finger, and graduated and
blended by means of stumps. The pastels are held together by just suffi
cient sizing to keep them in shape somewhat like sticks of ordinary chalk ,
It is a favorite class of work with those who wish to obtain results quick
ly, and to catch fugitive tints with but little preparation . Pastels lend
themselves readily to the colorist who desires to produce, without loss
of time, certain effects . Pastels recommend themselves because they re
quire no elaborate preparation and the work on hand may be interrupted
and resumed at will .
The pastel painting requires great care in preservation , as the colors
are not “ held ” to the material on which they are placed except by means
of “ ixatif” (glue or shellac and alcohol in a very thin solution ) sprayed
over the painting. Even then the surface is easily marred.
Applied to paper or cardboard the pastel produces soft,opaque shad
ows that have not the depth of oil painting, neither does it create the
transparent effect of water color painting. But the colors show freshly.
Flesh tints may be produced with tenderness and brilliancy, while in
landscape work it appeals strongly to one desiring to form sky effects ,
especially, sunset and sunrise effects. Little skill is required in the
blending of colors, but crisp detail and vigorous touches are generally
wanting in the great majority of pastel paintings. Technique, also, is
marked by its absence.

7
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The frailty of a pastel picture is overcome by “ fixing , " but the ensu .
ing durability is discounted by the loss of the exquisitely colored dust
that gives it its fleeting delicacy and also its greatest charm , its value as
a work of art .
The subjects of guaches, and water color painting , being in many re
spects identical, may be treated upon at the same time. In guache
painting the colors are ground in water and diluted with gum water
mixed with white. All white pigment adds opacity to colors ground in
water ,
For aquarelles (water color paintings) the colors are , with very few ex
ceptions, prepared without the addition of any white substance. Most
water colors are transparent, the most notable exceptions being ver
million and Naples yellows, which are always opaque.
For purposes of better distinction we will here distinguish the guache
painting from the transparent water color painting by using the term
" aquarelle” for the latter.
Guache is particularly valuable for most decorative and many phases
of commercial work in which colored sketches are required . Almost in
variably it is used for show -card , poster and book and magazine cover
work.
A guache painting may have a colored back - ground in which the
lights are put on in successive layers, that is to say , the painter covers
the whole surface of the picture with his pigments for the darker or
background tones and picks out his lights and foreground objects with
white . For show -card and general pictorial and window cartoon work
ordinary whiting or ground flako white may take the place of Chinese
white . In aquarelles the artist works on a white ground and reserves
white spaces, untouched by color, for the high lights of the picture. Ina
stead of piling color on color he flows them , separately and together,
while the surface of the paper is still moist, in order to secure blending
of tints ,
The term “ guache" and water color, as separate appellations, are
applied to menochromes, such as India ink or sepia paints or sketches,
the distinctions being made by the presence or absence of white as one
of the main mediums. Aquarelles need not be wanting in body or con
sistency, and even when they do they compensate by their lightness,
sense of cheer and pleasing transparency. They are well adapted for
pictorial advertising purposes .
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For water -color practice, make a careful pencil sketch of the
large illustration in this lesson. Then ink the outlines with a com
bination of India ink and red water color, This will give a brown
ish basis for your water -color sketch that will be more pleasing than
the harsh black of the India ink alone. Then tint the spaces ac
cording to the suggestions in the smaller illustration shown above,
containing the various colors and tones and their combinations in
their proper places.
It is not necessary to slavishly follow the
directions, but rather use your own good taste in the disposition of
colors. The more variety you display in the matter of gradation and
blending the better .

Lesson

Thirty -One

Figure 1 is an outline sketch which may be used as the subject for a
water color drawing .
The letters correspond and refer to the colors named below . When
a letter or letters are underscored it indicates the use of fairly strong
color. The small or lower case letter means that a much smaller quan
tity of the pigment is to be used than that indicated by a capital letter.
Much must be left to the judgment of the student. The colors should be
laid on fairly wet and with a freely flowing brush . Never use a nearly
dry brush even in small details ,
A - Crimson .
B — Light Red.
0–New Blue .
D - Gamboge.
E - Yellow Ochre .
F - Burnt Senna.
G - Sepia.
.W — White - ( preferably the white paper ito
self and not white added with the brush , )

Ni

The blending should be done while the color is running from the
brush, by a quick rinsing of the brush in water and dipping it into the
next color required. Have your board sloping and add tints from the
lower part of the tint last used. Work downward.
Don't use thick color except in the foreground and detail of the boat
and rigging. Put your tints on lightly and add another coat rather than
get too heavy an effect at first. It is easier to strengthen a work of color
than it is to lighten it.
When the latter is necessary , dampen the part to be lightened (after
it is quite dry) with a brush moistened with clear water and in a moment
or two press a piece of blotting paper over the color and the blotter will
absorb and remove a portion of the color. Then work over again with
the light tone desired .
The primary colors, red, blue and yellow , are considered crude when
unbroken by the admixture of others of the tertiary scale, olive, brown
and gray . Bear this in mind, that harmony is intimately connected with
1
the breaking of the primary colors .
Olive is a yellow , broken by red and blue.
Olive contains approximately two parts of yellow to one of blue and
one of red .
Brown is a red, broken by yellow and blue.
Brown contains approximately two parts of red to one of yellow and
one of blue. ( Black is also frequently added. )
Gray is a blue, broken by blending it with yellow and red .
Gray contains approximately two parts of blue to one of yellow ang
one of red .
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The most satisfactory results in producing a simple picture in color
is to take one of the tertiary colors, olive, brown or gray as a basis,and
finishing or touching up by a not too lavish use of the primary and sec
ondary colors. A very satisfactory picture may be made in sepia, which
is a form ofbrown, with the principal portions of the picture touched up
here and there with the higher colors.
In coloring a landscape , ( a daylight scene,) without having Nature
before you as a model, it is well to make it in two divisions of color ; one
tending toward the colder colors, such as blue, and the other towards
the warmer scale , the reds and yellows. The upper part of thescale may
be indicated by the highest part of the sky in the picture ,which may be
of a cold blue, This blue should be modified and warmed in color asit
approaches the horizon, Here the mists that lie near the surface of the
earth soften and mellow the colors of the blue by admixtures of yellow
and red . But against these warmer tones near the horizon may be placed,
in bluish tone, the distant parts or objects that comprise the landscape,
thus giving the bluish -gray effects that you will observe in nearly every
landscape. As the landscape approaches nearer the eye of the observer,
the color schemebecomes warmer . The distant greens which should be
well charged with blue are contrasted by those in the foreground in
which yellows predominate. The distant parts of the earth which are of
a cold brown are in the foreground mellowed into yellowish and almost
orange tints . All objects in the immediate foreground may beon a higher
and stronger scale of color than those in themiddle distance or extreme
background .
Just as in a pencil drawing , thick lines convey a sense of nearness
when contrasted with the thinner lines indicating the distance,so bluish
tones in a landscape convey a sense of distance , while the warmer scale
willmore satisfactorily give an effect of nearness to the object thus col
ored or tinted. In the same way, in the distance the colors and tints
are almost imperceptibly blended, while in themiddle distance and fore
ground the various colors stand out more completely by themselves in
their distinctness , one from the other .
In the background it is not advisable to use much opaque color,
( that is , color mixed with white,) whereas in the foreground, when you
are finishing up the picture, opaque colors may be profitably used.
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The most satisfactory results in producing a simple picture in color
is to take one of the tertiary colors, olive, brown or gray as a basis,and
finishing or touching up by a not too lavish use of the primary and sec
ondary colors. A very satisfactory picturemay bemade in sepia, which
is a form of brown, with the principal portions of the picture touched up
here and there with the higher colors.
In coloring a landscape, ( a daylight scene,) without having Nature
before you as a model, it is well to make it in two divisions of color ; one
tending toward the colder colors, such as blue, and the other towards
the warmer scale, the reds and yellows. The upper part of the scale may
be indicated by the highest part of the sky in the picture, which may be
of a cold blue , This blue should be modified and warmed in color as it
approaches the horizon , Here the mists that lie near the surface ofthe
earth soften and mellow the colors of the blue by admixtures of yellow
and red . But against these warmer tones near the horizon may be placed,
in bluish tone , the distant parts or objects that comprise the landscape,
thus giving the bluish -gray effects that you will observe in nearly every
landscape. As the landscape approaches nearer the eye of the observer,
the color scheme becomes warmer . The distant greens which should be
well charged with blue are contrasted by those in the foreground in
which yellows predominate. The distant parts of the earth which are of
a cold brown are in the foreground mellowed into yellowish and almost
orange tints, All objects in the immediate foregroundmay beon a higher
and stronger scale of color than those in the middle distance or extreme
background .

Just as in a pencil drawing, thick lines convey a sense of nearness
when contrasted with the thinner lines indicating the distance,so bluish
tones in a landscape convey a sense of distance , while the warmer scale
will more satisfactorily give an effect of nearness to the object thus col
ored or tinted. In the same way, in the distance the colors and tints
are almost imperceptibly blended, while in the middle distance and fore
ground the various colors stand outmore completely by themselves in
their distinctness, one from the other .
In the background it is not advisable to use much opaque color,
(that is, color mixed with white,) whereas in the foreground, when you
are finishing up the picture, opaque colors may be profitably used.
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This scene, which appeared in Lesson 17, may be used as a
study in water color.
Make your pencil drawing in faint out
lines and color over the lines without rubbing them out. After your
coloring is completed , take your pen and dark brown ink ( formed by
mixing India ink with red color ) and outline and accentuate with pen
as a finishing movement.

Lesson

Thirty - Two

Lt 18 my desire to have my students combine in their studies, as far as
possible, drawing from copies and examples, and also drawing from Na
ture. It happens very frequently that those who have attained consider
able proficiency in copying are surprised and distressed that such ability
avails them very little when they attempt to sketch, either in the open
air , or from indoor subjects . The result frequently is the same, whether
the subject is living or still - life, the latter meaning subjects generally of
a small and always of an inanimate character. The difficulty mentioned
arises not necessarily from ignorance of the principles of Art, but from a
lack of the necessary practice and observation requisite for the produc
tion of original work when Nature is the model.
Don't think it necessary to draw with photographic accuracy ; aim
not to rival the camera in its almost painful reproduction of minute de
tail . Photography has, however, to an extent, a monopoly of the
portrayal of scenes composed principally of buildings and places and
things where great detail is desired rather than purely artistic effects.
The craze for detail, the introduction of which , to a large extent, destroys
imagination in which so much of true Art lies, may indeed be decried ,
Photography leaves little for suggestion and still less for imagination ,
True lovers of Nature often find in a slight memorandum sketch, which
has Nature for its basis, an animating principle from which is derived a
greater source of pleasure than could be secured in a photograph in
which every detail is mechanically correct .
Sketches from Nature will continue to be the chosen vehicle of the
artist's imagination long after photography has ceased to be in the minds
of the multitude the most popular means of portrayal of pictorial repre
sentation . A Nature sketch has individuality - photography usually has
none.
A dozen artists of equal ability sitting in succession at the same
stool, each making a picture of the same subject from Nature, will pro
duce a dozen different but equally meritorious pictures. Each picture
will have its own individuality. Each will convey the respective artist's
conception of the scene as impressed upon his particular brain , by means
of which the subject has been carried by the eye. There will be as great
a variety in feeling, in tone, in technique, as there are artists.
But let a dozen cameras be focused on the same subject, one after the
other by a dozen photographers , and each negative will be, practically, a
replica of the other. There may be slight changes caused, perhaps, by
chemical action of light or other want of similarity in the various exposed
plates, but the detail and general tone ofall the photographs will be alike.
Individuality in photography is necessarily within the very narrowest
limitations ,

bi
One of the most important matters in which photography would seem
to give the most lifelike and realistic representation is in the reproduction
of moving figures. As a matter of fact, most objects that are shown by
Jhotographers in action have a peculiar, almost silly, hanging -in -the-air
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LESSON THIRTY - TWO
offect . This is very noticeable in pictures of men or horses running.
This is particularly so in the latter case , where the legs of the animals ap
pear jumbled and all tangled up . The best way to draw human or other
figures in action is to observe them closely , note-book in hand , and then
make the simplest outlines, merely skeletonizing the positions of the
various limbs.
Some of my most talented students send in some exquisite drawings,
but in many of them , I regret to say , the element of action is almost en
tirely lacking where manifestly it should be present.
As an instance of the difference between inactivity and activity , I
show a few examples of action obtained by very simple lines which will
indicate the main action of the figures to be depicted. The study of sim
plicity may seem to take you back to the early lessons, but bear in mind
that simplicity is the key-note of artistic success.
The scene depicted in my cartoon ( figure 1 ) , showing how street
cleaning (?) is done in Chicago on an unusually windy day, was drawn
from Nature - that is to say , the various figures forming the composition
were actual characters whom I saw at intervals during the fifteen or
twenty minutes in wbich I made the studies . In a pocket note or sketch
book, I made rough sketches of the characters. Each figure was drawn
with just sufficient lines to aid my memory in drawing the action of the
figures. For detail, I depended on my memory altogether. In fact, for
the purpose intended, I did not require much detail,
Proceeding to my drawing board , I laid the small memoranda sketches
in full view , and made up a composition on a small sheet of paper - about
6 x 9 inches, (Fig. 2. ) In this sketch I disposed of my figures much as a
child might place toy soldiers to show a battle -field . There was no at
tempt to give more detail in the sketch than appeared in the original
sketches in my note- book . As a matter of fact, the figures in the “ lay
out" give a fair idea of what the first disjointed sketches looked like,
I then took a sheet of cardboard about twice as large as the double
page illustration in this lesson, and on a larger scale reproduced the
miniature cartoon. If Ihad wanted the proportion exactly like the “ lay
out” I would have used the process for enlargement shown in my Second
Lesson . As I wanted to make some changes, however, I made the en
largement by eye - free -hand.

Since the drawing was intended as a cartoon for a daily newspaper, I
put in only as much finish as is usual for the purpose. The same outline
more highly finished would have made an illustration worthy of a place
in a magazine or other publication printed with better ink and finer
paper . The cartoon was intended as a pictorial argument against the
methods employed by the Chicago Street Cleaning Department- to show
that the alleged street -cleaners were only adding to the dust that the lake
breezes were already providing in more than sufficient quantities in their
course through the Windy City's thoroughfaros.
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Lesson

Thirty - Three

While copying is a delightful recreation , its acquirement involves
just as much labor as if the student had gone to Nature itself for his copy.
However, in beginning to draw from Nature, let your expectations be
humble and feel not discouraged at lack of immediate success. “ Aye,
rather anticipate many disappointments, but be fully prepared to meet
them as they arise. The improvement which will come may be very
gradual indeed , but let that not discourage you, but hail with delight
even the first indication of increasing power to draw the things that you
see in real life. Years of patient industry have been expended by many
artists before they became famous in the portrayal of Nature,
If you are fortunate enough to have a model and want him or her to
show a position denoting action , let your model make the action and
come to a stop at the required position . For instance, if your model is a
boy who has struck a playmate, let him strike fiercely at an imaginary
companion and at the finish of the stroke remain with clenched fists, ex
tended arms, and the frown and protruding jaw that would naturally
accompany the violence of his action . Then give him a long stick or
other support to assist him in retaining his unusual position. Otherwise,
he could not stand the strain on the muscles more than a few moments.

sostanud

Make a rapid memorandum sketch of his position , including the lines
and wrinkles that denote the expression of the face. Next sketch those
limbs that are mostly strained by the stationary position required , Then
let him stand more at ease while you sketch any necessary detail that
will assist you in making a finished drawing .
Figure 1 is an illustration that I made for a story. It is hardly nec
essary to say that it shows a struggling man and woman falling from a
high place to the water below.
I drew this from models, but of course I couldn't get men and women
to tumble over high walls and things just to afford an opportunity for the
making of a life - like picture. In fact, both my models were young men :
one of them togged out as a woman . They imitated a struggle, but they
were on the floor of my studio, and I caught the general action and effect
with a few quick strokes of my pencil, afterwards letting my imagination
fill in the accessories.
Now , if you will draw a straight line from the corner of the “ L ” in
my signature to the bend of the little finger of the right hand of the man
in the picture, you will have the original floor line, and that was parallel
with the bottom line in my sketch. This sketch I then tilted up until
the horizontal line was as it appears in my picture, if you have drawn
the straight line mentioned above. If I had posed them on an inclined
plane and not on the horizontal plane, it would have had the same effect.
It is on the same principle that if you made a sketch of a person crawling
on the floor and then turned the drawing sidewise and drew the side ofa
house, the person would apparently be crawling up the side of a house
instead of on the floor.

LESSON THIRTY - THREE
The right and wrong way to sketch figures in action is shown in Fig.
2. In the upper left -hand corner is a skeletonized sketch of two figures
supposed to be engaged in a heated , wordy controversy. The next fig
ures below show the sketch in course of completion . The effect, you will
observe, is quite tame. The two men may be somewhat dignified , but
they show very little animation . If the drawings were finished up along
these lines they would show no more action than they do here. The
start was wrong and the finish would have the same defects as the initial
guiding sketch .
Contrarily , on the right hand side, at the top , are two figures in
which even less detail is shown than in the figures to their left. But their
attitudes betoken life -gesticulative, argumentative life. The lines are
an inspiration on which to base a picture that almost tells the story of
difference of opinion . In the successive drawings below, the progression
of finish is shown . The last sketch at the bottom does not contain much
detail, but detail could either be added to this drawing or still another
and more carefully outlined drawing could be made in which the display
of detail could be added according to the draftsman's judgment. Rough
as is the final sketch, it is worth a dozen of the first two carried to the
finest completion along the lines shown in the listless attitudes indicated
by the guiding outlines.
It is always advisable , when intending to make figures denoting ac
tion, to make one or more rough outlines, or skeleton sketches, giving
the general direction lines. They may be drawn swiftly , for as a general
thing a quick attitude requires quick thought and quick lines. After
wards take as much time as necessary and carefully and deliberately add
details and finish as elaborately as you may desire.
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Lesson

Thirty -Four

This lesson will demonstrate that no absolute rule can be laid down
for the shading of drawings with pen and ink, for with this lesson are
given several examples of figures finished by four different artists of
national repute. The handling and technique in each case are different.
Figures 1 and 2 are examples of two different styles of cartoon shading.
Figures 3 and 4 are specimens of shading for illustration work.
Figure 1 is a cartoon of Uncle Sam by one of the foremost cartoonists
of the country whose salary runs well into five figures. It is a style un
usually well adapted for newspaper work because it reproduces well on
the cheap fuzzy paper generally used by the newspapers. The lines are
coarse but yet not crude. The shading lines run somewhat parallel,
but in the direction of the folds of the coat, giving it a well rounded out
appearance, well modeled out as the artists generally call it. In shad
ing a dark coat he uses rather heavy shading lines and for lighter cloth
ing such as the trousers, he uses lighter lines. With all the coarseness
of the lines he has kept a good contrast in color : that is a variety of
heavy and light lines. ' Note how heavy the outlines of the trousers are
compared with the lines used in making the stars. Note how the shad
ing lines of the face are kept subdued while those of the coat are much
heavier. In all your practice of shading cartoon figures try to keep the
lines full of contrast. It makes the drawings snappy and the kind of
work editors get down on their knees and pray for.
Figure 2 is shaded and handled in marked contrast to the one of
Uncle Sam. This is the kind of shading best adapted for comic maga
zine drawings such as appear in Life and Judge. It is an example
of the work of one of the foremost contributors to these magazines.
The lines are practically all kept light except just enough difference in
them for contrast. The lines rün more or less in every direction. It is
the style of shading that reproduces well on smooth surface paper.
Figure 3 is a pleasing example of one of the most experienced men
in the profession, one whose reputation as an illustrator extends from
one end of the country to the other. It looks as though rather carelessly
shaded, but it gives the proper effect. This artist does practically all
shading in crosshatch as is illustrated on Figure 3, with the exception
of the head on which light parallel lines are used and light crosshatch
for darker effects. The lines used in the background are always kept
light and either run sort of carelessly in all directions or in light cross
hatch . It is an excellent style to follow for practice work as it tends
to give speed in handling of the pen .
Figure 4 with its light parallel lines and no crosshatching is a distinct
contrast to that of Figure 3. It is a striking specimen of the work of
a noted New York illustrator. His treatment is vigorous, spirited and
full of decision . Note how the outline of the figure is accentuated by
heavy outlines here and there where shadows fall at the edge such as at
the bottom of the coat. Here is an excellent example of contrast in line
work. Note the heavy line at bottom of coat and the light shading lines
in contrast. This gives an unusually snappy effect to the drawing. This
style of shading is excellent for practice work for it tends to develop
clean firm lines, the kind of lines that reproduce well, especially for
magazine work . Where shadows are necessary in shading he makes
lines heavier and closer together and sometimes throws in solid blacks
along with it. A combination of the shading of Figures 3 and 4 will
make an excellent style to follow for your illustration work . While the
style of Figure 3 looks rather easy , just remember that each line was
carefully studied out in advance, in other words, he has made each line
count. So take your time in shading figures. Keep your lines fairly
even and parallel and most of all seeto it that they are clear cut lines

LESSON THIRTY - FOUR
for those are the kind that reproduce best. Do not be discouraged with
your first attempt, but try it again . You will improve each time.
Practice to gain individuality of style
Practice frequently on the foregoing styles until proficient in some
degree with the inherent principles of each. Then take Figure 5, which
is an outline drawing with the edges of the shadows marked, and shade
it up with a combination of the styles of shading of Figures 3 and 4.
This is an illustrative picture. Then take Figure 6 , the little hobo, and
shade him with a combination of the two kinds of shading as in Figures
1 and 2. The combining of the two kinds of shading on one figure will
give you more or less of an individual style . Practice this a number of
times. This sort of practice, varying the foregoing styles with others
that have been recommended, cannot fail to give your work that indi
viduality which should be the aim of every true artist whether in this
or any other profession .
ABOVE ALL THINGS DO NOT IMITATE OR TIE YOURSELF
UP TO ANY ONE MAN'S STYLE . If you do, you will always be
known as the one, or rather one of those whois an imitator of So -and -so.
If it is just as easy to have an individual style, a style of your own, why
not have it ?
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